
7 Probability and  Probability and  
MeasurementMeasurement

Then Now Why? 

You learned about 
experiments, 
outcomes, and 
events. You also 
found probabilities 
of simple events.

In this chapter, you will:

  Represent sample 
spaces.

  Use permutations 
and combinations 
with probability.

  Find probabilities 
by using length  
and area.

  Find probabilities of 
compound events.

GAMES Probability can be used to predict the likelihood of different  
outcomes of the games that we play.
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Get Ready for the Chapter

Quick Check Quick Review

Simplify. 1–6. See margin.

 1.   1 _ 2   +   3 _ 8   2.   7 _ 9   +   2 _ 6   3.   2 _ 5   +   7 _ 8  

 4.   2 _ 9   ·   4 _ 8   5.   3 _ 7   ·   21
 _ 24   6.   3 _ 10   ·   2 _ 9  

 7. SOCCER A football team brings a 17-Liter cooler of water to 
their games. How many 118-ml cups can the team drink  
per game? 144

Example 1   (Used in Lessons 7-5 and 7-6)

Simplify   
6

 _ 9   ·   1 _ 2  .

  6 _ 9   ·   1 _ 2   =   6 · 1
 _ 9 · 2   Multiply the numerators and denominators.

 =   6 _ 18   or   1 _ 3    Simplify.

A die is rolled. Find the probability of each outcome. 

 8. P  (greater than 1) 9. P  (odd)   1 _ 
2

   or 50%

 10. P  (less than 2) 11. P  (1 or 6)   1 _ 
3

   or 33%

 12. GAMES Two friends are playing a game with a 20-sided die 
that has all of the letters of the alphabet except for Q, U, V, X, Y, 
and Z. What is the probability that the die will land on a vowel? 

Example 2   (Used in Lessons 7-1 and 7-3)

Suppose a die is rolled. What is the probability of rolling less 
than a five?

P  (less than 5) =   number of favorable outcomes
  ___  number of possible outcomes  

 =   4 _ 6   or   2 _ 3  

The probability of rolling less than a five is   2 _ 3   or 67%.

The table shows the results of an experiment in which a spinner 
numbered 1–4 was spun. 

Outcome Tally Frequency

1 3

2  7

3  6

4 4

 13. What is the experimental probability that the spinner will land 
on a 4? 

 14. What is the experimental probability that the spinner will land 
on an odd number? 

 15. What is the experimental probability that the spinner will land 
on an even number?

Example 3   (Used in Lesson 7-1)

A spinner numbered 1–6 was spun. Find the experimental 
probability of landing on a 5.

Outcome Tally Frequency

1 4

2  7

3  8

4 4

5 2

6 5

P  (5) =   
number of times a 5 is spun

  ___  total number of outcomes   or   2
 _ 30  

The experimental probability of landing on a 5 is   2
 _ 30   or 7%.

8, 10. See margin.

  1 _ 5   or 20%

  1 _ 5   or 20%

  
9

 _ 20   or 45%

  11
 _ 20   or 55%
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480 | Chapter 7 | Probability and Measurement 

Get Started on the Chapter

Study Organizer New Vocabulary

Probability and Measurement Make this Foldable to help you 
organize your notes about Probability and Measurement. Begin 
with one sheet of paper.

1 Fold a sheet of paper   
lengthwise.

2 Fold in half two more   
times.

3 Cut along each fold on  
the left column.

4 Label as shown. 

  

 sample space 

 tree diagram 

 permutation 

 factorial 

 circular permutation 

 combination 

 geometric probability 

 probability model 

 simulation 

 random variable 

 expected value 

 compound events 

 independent events 

 dependent events 

 conditional probability 

 probability tree 

 mutually exclusive  

 complement 

Review Vocabulary

event  one or more outcomes     
of an experiment

experiment  a situation involving  
chance such as flipping a coin or  
rolling a die

You will learn several new concepts, skills, and vocabulary terms as you study  
Chapter 7. To get ready, identify important terms and organize your resources.
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7-1 Representing Sample SpacesRepresenting Sample Spaces

1Represent a Sample Space You have learned the following about experiments, 
outcomes, and events. 

Definition Example

An experiment is a situation involving chance that 
leads to results called outcomes.

In the situation above, the experiment is tossing 
the coin.

An outcome is the result of a single performance 
or trial of an experiment.

The possible outcomes are landing on heads  
or tails.

An event is one or more outcomes  
of an experiment.

One event of this experiment is the  
coin landing on tails.

The sample space of an experiment is the set of all possible outcomes. You can represent a 
sample space by using an organized list, a table, or a tree diagram.

Example 1  Represent a Sample Space

A coin is tossed twice. Represent the sample space for this experiment by making an 
organized list, a table, and a tree diagram.

For each coin toss, there are two possible outcomes, heads H or tails T.
Organized List
Pair each possible outcome from the first 
toss with the possible outcomes from the 
second toss.

H, H T, T
H, T T, H 

Table
List the outcomes of the first toss in the left 
column and those of the second toss in the 
top row.

Outcomes Heads Tails

Heads H, H H, T

Tails T, H T, T

Tree Diagram 

GuidedPractice
 1. A coin is tossed and then a number cube is rolled. Represent the sample space for this 

experiment by making an organized list, a table, and a tree diagram.

1. See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

New Vocabulary
sample space
tree diagram
two-stage experiment
multi-stage experiment
Fundamental Counting  
 Principle

Why?

In a football game, a 
referee tosses a fair coin 
to determine which team 
will take possession of 
the football first. The 
coin can land on heads 
or tails.

Now

1   Represent sample 
spaces.

2  Use the Fundamental 
Counting Principle to 
count outcomes.

Then

You calculated 
experimental 
probability. 
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Mathematical Practices
1 Make sense of problems 

and persevere in solving 
them.

2 Reason abstractly and 
quantitatively.
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The experiment in Example 1 is an example of a two-stage experiment, which is an 
experiment with two stages or events. Experiments with more than two stages are called 
multi-stage experiments.

BEEFBURGERS To take a beefburger order, Mazen  
asks each customer the questions from the script 
shown. Draw a tree diagram to represent the sample 
space for beefburger orders.

The sample space is the result of four stages.

 • Burger size (K, R, or L)

 • Cheese (C or NC)

 • Tomato (T or NT)

 • Pickles (P or NP)

Draw a tree diagram with four stages.

GuidedPractice

 2. MUSIC Suhaila can choose a small MP3 player with a 4- or 8-gigabyte hard drive in 
black, teal, sage, or red. She can also get a clip and/or a dock to go with it. Make a tree 
diagram to represent the sample space for this situation.

2. See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

 Real-World Example 2  Multi-Stage Tree Diagrams

Watch Out!
Sense-Making The words 
and/or in the third question 
for Example 2 suggest an 
additional stage in the 
ordering process. By making 
separate stages for choosing 
with or without tomato and 
with or without pickles, you 
allow for the possibility of 
choosing both tomato and 
pickles.

Reading Math
Tree Diagram Notation  
Choose notation for outcomes 
in your tree diagrams that  
will eliminate confusion. In 
Example 2, C stands for 
cheese, while NC stands for 
no cheese. Likewise, NT and 
NP stand for no tomato and 
no pickles, respectively.
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2Fundamental Counting Principle For some two-stage or multi-stage experiments, 
listing the entire sample space may not be practical or necessary. To find the number of 

possible outcomes, you can use the Fundamental Counting Principle.

 Key Concept Fundamental Counting Principle

Words The number of possible outcomes in a sample space can be found by multiplying the 
number of possible outcomes from each stage or event.

Symbols  In a k-stage experiment, let 

 n  1  = the number of possible outcomes for the first stage.

 n  2  =  the number of possible outcomes for the second stage after the first stage  
has occurred.

⋮

 n  k  =  the number of possible outcomes for the kth stage after the first k - 1 stages 
have occurred.

Then the total possible outcomes of this k-stage experiment is

 n  1  ⋅  n  2  ⋅  n  3  ⋅ … ⋅  n  k .

 Real-World Example 3  Use the Fundamental Counting System

CLASS RINGS Yasmin has selected a size and 
Ring Options

Number of 
Choices

metals 10 

finishes   2

stone colors 12

stone cuts   5

side 1 activity logos 20

side 2 activity logos 20

band styles   2

 
overall style for her class ring. Now she must  
choose from the ring options shown. How many  
different rings could Yasmin create in her chosen  
style and size?

Use the Fundamental Counting Principle.

metals finishes stone 
colors

stone 
cuts

side 1 
logos

side 2 
logos

band 
styles

possible 
outcomes

10 × 2 × 12 × 5 × 20 × 20 × 2 = 960,000

So, Yasmin could create 960,000 different rings.

GuidedPractice

 3. Find the number of possible outcomes for  
each situation.

 A. The answer sheet shown is completed. 65,536

 B. A die is rolled four times. 1296

 C. SHOES  A pair of women’s shoes comes  
in whole sizes 5 through 11 in red,  
navy, brown, or black. They can be  
leather or suede and are available in three  
different widths. 168

Real-World Link
 More than 95 percent of high 
school students order a 
traditional ring style, which 
includes the name of the 
school, a stone, and the 
graduation year. 
Source: Fort Worth  
Star-Telegram

Study Tip
Multiplication Rule The 
Fundamental Counting 
Principle is sometimes called 
the Multiplication Rule for 
Counting or the Counting 
Principle. 
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484 | Lesson 7-1 | Representing Sample Spaces

Check Your Understanding

Represent the sample space for each experiment by making an organized list,  
a table, and a tree diagram.

 1. For each at bat, a player can either get on base or make an out. Suppose a player  
bats twice. See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

 2. Yousif sold the most tickets in his school for the annual Autumn Festival. As a reward, he 
gets to choose twice from a grab bag with tickets that say “free juice” or “free notebook.”  
See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

 3. TUXEDOS Nasser is renting a wedding tuxedo  
from the catalog shown. Draw a tree  
diagram to represent the sample space  
for this situation. See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

Find the number of possible outcomes for each situation.

 4.  Mansour is buying a cell  5. Wafa is creating a new 
phone and must choose   menu for her restaurant.  
a plan. Assume one of  Assume one of each item  
each is chosen. 1800  is ordered. 20,736

  

Cell Phone 
Options

Number of 
Choices

phone style 15

minutes package 5

Internet access 3

text messaging 4

insurance 2   

Menu 
Titles

Number of 
Choices

appetizer 8

soup 4

salad 6

entree 12

dessert 9

Practice and Problem Solving

REASONING Represent the sample space for each experiment by making an organized list, a 
table, and a tree diagram. 6–10. See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

 6. Hiyam is a junior and has a choice for the next two years of either playing volleyball or 
basketball during the winter quarter.

 7. Two different history classes in New York City are taking a trip to either the Smithsonian 
or the Museum of Natural History.

 8. Mahmoud has an opportunity to travel abroad as a foreign exchange student during each 
of his last two years of college. He can choose between Ecuador or Italy.

 9. A new club is formed, and a meeting time must be chosen. The possible meeting times are 
Monday or Thursday at 5:00 or 6:00 

 10. An exam with multiple versions has exercises with triangles. In the first exercise, there is 
an obtuse triangle or an acute triangle. In the second exercise, there is an isosceles triangle 
or a scalene triangle.

Example 1

Example 2

Example 3

Example 1
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 11. PAINTING In an art class, students are working on two  
projects where they can use one of two different types  
of paints for each project. Represent the sample space  
for this experiment by making an organized list, a table,  
and a tree diagram. See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

Draw a tree diagram to represent the sample space for each situation.

 12. BURRITOS At a burrito stand, customers have the choice of beans, tuna, or chicken with 
rice or no rice, and cheese and/or salsa. See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

 13. TRANSPORTATION Mohammad is buying a vehicle and has a choice of sedan, truck, or van 
with leather or fabric interior, and a CD player and/or sunroof. 

 14. TREATS Hiyam and her friends go to a frozen yogurt  
parlor which has a sign like the one at the right.  
Draw a tree diagram for all possible combinations  
of cones with peanuts and/or sprinkles.  
See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

PERSEVERANCE In Exercises 15–18, find the number of  
possible outcomes for each situation. 

 15. In the Junior Student Council elections, there are 3 people running for secretary,  
4 people running for treasurer, 5 people running for vice president, and 2 people running 
for class president. 120

 16. When signing up for classes during his first semester of college, Majed has 4 class  
spots to fill with a choice of 4 literature classes, 2 math classes, 6 history classes,  
and 3 film classes. 144

 17. Hana is choosing one each of 6 colleges, 5 majors, 2 minors, and 4 clubs. 240

 18. Huda owns a restaurant where she has to wear a white blouse, black pants or skirt, and 
black shoes. She has 5 blouses, 4 pants, 3 skirts, and 6 pairs of black shoes. 210

 19. ART For an art class assignment, Mr. Fahd gives students their choice of two quadrilaterals 
to use as a base. One must have sides of equal length, and the other must have at least one 
set of parallel sides. Represent the sample space by making an organized list, a table, and a 
tree diagram. See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix. 

 20. BREAKFAST A hotel restaurant serves omelets with a  
choice of vegetables, beef, or tuna that come with  
a side of hash browns, grits, or toast.

 a. How many different outcomes of omelet and  
one side are there if a vegetable omelet comes  
with just one vegetable? 18

 b. Find the number of possible outcomes for  
a vegetable omelet if you can get any or all  
vegetables on any omelet. 45

 21. COMPOSITE FIGURES Faleh is calculating the area of   
the composite figure at the right. List six different ways he 
can do this. See margin.

Example 2

See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

Example 3

B
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486 | Lesson 7-1 | Representing Sample Spaces

  22. TRANSPORTATION Huda got a new bicycle lock that has a four-number combination. Each 
number in the combination is from 0 to 9.

 a. How many combinations are possible if there are no restrictions on the  
number of times Huda can use each number? 10,000

 b. How many combinations are possible if Huda can use each number  
only once? Explain. See margin.

 23. GAMES Hidaya and Hala are playing a board game in which you roll two dice  
per turn. 

 a. In one turn, how many outcomes result in a sum of 8? 5
 b. How many outcomes in one turn result in an odd sum? 18

 24.   MULTIPLE REPRESENTATIONS In this problem, you will investigate a sequence of events. 
In the first stage of a two-stage experiment, you spin Spinner 1 below. If the result is red, 
you flip a coin. If the result is yellow, you roll a die. If the result is green, you roll a number 
cube. If the result is blue, you spin Spinner 2.

  

 a. Geometric Draw a tree diagram to represent the sample space for the  
experiment. See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

 b. Logical Draw a Venn diagram to represent the possible outcomes of the 
experiment. See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

 c. Analytical How many possible outcomes are there? 20
 d. Verbal Could you use the Fundamental Counting Principle to determine the number of 

outcomes? Explain.

H.O.T. Problems Use Higher-Order Thinking Skills

 25. CHALLENGE A box contains n different objects. If you remove three objects from the box, 
one at a time, without putting the previous object back, how many possible outcomes 
exist? Explain your reasoning. See margin.

 26. OPEN ENDED Sometimes a tree diagram for an experiment is not symmetrical. Describe a 
two-stage experiment where the tree diagram is asymmetrical. Include a sketch of the tree 
diagram. Explain. See margin.

 27. WRITING IN MATH Explain why it is not possible to represent the sample space for a  
multi-stage experiment by using a table. See margin.

 28. ARGUMENTS Determine if the following statement is sometimes, always, or never true. 
Explain your reasoning. See margin.

   When an outcome falls outside the sample space, it is a failure.

 29. REASONING A multistage experiment has n possible outcomes at each stage. If the 
experiment is performed with k stages, write an equation for the total number of possible 
outcomes P. Explain. See margin.

 30. WRITING IN MATH Explain when it is necessary to show all of the possible outcomes of an 
experiment by using a tree diagram and when using the Fundamental Counting Principle 
is sufficient. See margin.

C

 Sample answer: No; since the second stage of the experiment depends on 
what happens in the first stage of the experiment, you cannot multiply the number of outcomes for each 
stage. You have to find the number of possible outcomes for each stage and add them.

Example 3
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 31. PROBABILITY Noura can invite two friends to go 
out to dinner with her for her wedding. If she is 
choosing among four of her friends, how many 
possible outcomes are there? B

 A 4 C 8

 B 6 D 9

 32. SHORT RESPONSE What is the volume of the 
triangular prism shown below? 32 in3

 33. Faleh’s password must be five digits long, use the 
numbers 0–9, and the digits must not repeat. What 
is the maximum number of different passwords 
that Faleh can have? G

 F 15,120 H 59,049

 G 30,240 J 100,000

 34. SAT/ACT A pizza shop offers 3 types of crust,  
5 vegetable toppings, and 4 meat toppings.  
How many different pizzas could be ordered  
by choosing 1 crust, 1 vegetable topping, and  
1 meat topping? D

 A 12 D 60

 B 23 E infinite

 C 35

Spiral Review

 35. ARCHITECTURE To encourage recycling, the people of Rome, Italy, built a model of  
Basilica di San Pietro from empty beverage cans. The model was built to a 1 :5 scale  
and was a rectangular prism that measured 26 meters high, 49 meters wide, and  
93 meters long. Find the dimensions of the actual Basilica di San Pietro.

Using spherical geometry, name each of the following on sphere W. 

 36. two lines containing point F       BG  ,      AM  
 37. a segment containing point G  ̶ ̶  FC 
 38. a triangle △FGM

Find the lateral area and surface area of each cylinder. Round to the nearest tenth. 

 39.    40.   41.  

 42. TELECOMMUNICATIONS The signal from a tower follows a ray that has its endpoint on  
the tower and is tangent to Earth. Suppose a tower is located at sea level as shown.  
Determine the measure of the arc intercepted by the two tangents. 93.5

COORDINATE GEOMETRY Determine whether the figure with the given vertices has  
line symmetry and/or rotational symmetry. 

 43. Q(2, 2), R(7, 2), S(6, 6), T(3, 6) line 44. J(-2, 2), K(-5, -1), L(-2, -4), M(1, -1) 

Skills Review

Find each quotient.

 45.    5  2 
 _ 2   12.5 46.    3  3 

 _ 3 · 2   4.5 47.    2  4  · 6
 _ 8   12 48.    2  3  · 12

 _ 6    16 49.    4  4  · 3
 _ 24    32

130 m high, 245 m wide, 
and 465 m long

1429.4  ft  2 
1737.3 ft2

37.7  in  2 
51.8 in2

1710.6  m  2 
3421.2 m2

line and rotational

Standardized Test Practice
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488 | Lesson 7-2

7-2 Probability with Permutations  Probability with Permutations  
and Combinationsand Combinations

1Probability Using Permutations A permutation is an arrangement of objects in  
which order is important. One permutation of the four friends above is Fatema, Amani, 

Nahla, and then Noura. Using the Fundamental Counting Principle, there are 4 · 3 · 2 · 1 or  
24 possible ordered arrangements of the friends.

The expression 4 · 3 · 2 · 1 used to calculate the number of permutations of these four friends 
can be written as 4!, which is read 4 factorial. 

 Key Concept Factorial

Words The factorial of a positive integer n, written n!, is the product of the positive integers 
less than or equal to n.

Symbols  n! = n · (n - 1) · (n - 2) · … · 2 · 1, where 0! = 1

Example 1  Probability and Permutations of n Objects

SPORTS Nisreen and Najla are members of the lacrosse team. If the 20 girls on the team 
are each assigned a jersey number from 1 to 20 at random, what is the probability that 
Nisreen’s jersey number will be 1 and Najla’s will be 2?

Step 1   Find the number of possible outcomes in the sample space. This is the number  
of permutations of the 20 girls’ names, or 20!.

Step 2   Find the number of favorable outcomes. This is the number of permutations of  
the other girls’ names given that Nisreen’s jersey number is 1 and Najla’s is 2:  
(20 - 2)! or 18!.

Step 3  Calculate the probability.

 P(Nisreen 1, Najla 2) =   18!
 _ 20!   

 number of favorable outcomes
 number of possible outcomes

 =   18!
 _ 20 · 19 · 18!    Expand 20! and divide out common factors.

 =   1 _ 380   Simplify.

GuidedPractice
 1. PHOTOGRAPHY In the opening paragraph, what is the probability that Eissa is  

chosen to stand on the far left and Faris on the far right for the photograph?    1
 _ 

12
  

1

1

New Vocabulary
permutation
factorial
circular permutation
combination

Why?

Noura, Fatema, Amani and Nahla are 
being positioned for a photograph. 
There are 4 choices for who can 
stand on the far left, leaving  
3 choices for who can stand in  
the second position. For the  
third position, just 2 choices  
remain, and for the last  
position just 1 is possible. 

Now

1  Use permutations  
with probability.

2  Use combinations  
with probability.

Then

You used the 
Fundamental 
Counting Principle.
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1 Make sense of problems 

and persevere in solving 
them.

4 Model with mathematics.
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Reading Math
Precision The phrase distinct 
objects means that the objects 
are distinguishable as being 
different in some way.

Study Tip
Randomness When 
outcomes are decided at 
random, they are equally 
likely to occur and their 
probabilities can be 
calculated using permutations 
and combinations.

In the opening paragraph, suppose 6 friends were  
available, but the photographer wanted only  
4 people in the picture. Using the Fundamental  
Counting Principle, the number of permutations  
of 4 friends taken from a group of 6 friends is  
6 · 5 · 4 · 3 or 360. 

Another way of describing this situation is the number of permutations of 6 friends taken 4 at 
a time, denoted    6  P  4 . This number can also be computed using factorials.

   6  P  4  = 6 · 5 · 4 · 3 =   6 · 5 · 4 · 3 · 2 · 1
  __ 2 · 1   =   6!

 _ 2!   =   6!
 _ (6 - 4)!  

This suggests the following formula.

 Key Concept Permutations

Symbols The number of permutations of n distinct objects taken r at a time is

denoted by    n   P  r  and given by    n   P  r  =   n !
 _ 

(n - r )!
  .

Example  The number of permutations of 5 objects taken 2 at a time is

   5   P  2  =   5!
 _ 

 (5 - 2) !
   =   5 · 4 · 3!

 _ 3!   or 20.

Example 2  Probability and    n   P  r 

A class is divided into teams each made up of 15 students. Each team is directed to select 
team members to be officers. If Omar, Ali, and Adnan are on a team, and the positions 
are decided at random, what is the probability that they are selected as president, vice 
president, and secretary, respectively?

Step 1   Since choosing officers is a way of ranking team members, order in this situation 
is important. The number of possible outcomes in the sample space is the number 
of permutations of 15 people taken 3 at a time,    15   P  3 .

    15   P  3  =   15!
 _ (15 - 3)!    =   15 · 14 · 13 · 12!

  __ 12!   or 2730

Step 2   The number of favorable outcomes is the number of permutations of the  
3 students in their specific positions. This is 1!, or 1.

Step 3   So the probability of Omar, Ali, and Adnan being selected as the three officers  

is   1 _ 2730  .

GuidedPractice
 2. A student identification card consists of 4 digits   

selected from 10 possible digits from 0 to 9.  
Digits cannot be repeated.

 A.  How many possible identification numbers  
are there? 5040

 B.  Find the probability that a randomly  
generated card has the exact number 4213.   1

 _ 5040  
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490 | Lesson 7-2 | Probability with Permutations and Combinations

In a game, you must try to create a word using 
randomly selected letter tiles. Suppose you select the 
tiles shown. If you consider the letters O and O to be  
distinct, then there are 5! or 120 permutations  
of these letters. 

Four of these possible arrangements are listed below. 

POOLS POOLS SPOOL SPOOL

Notice that unless the Os are colored, several of these arrangements would look the same. 
Since there are 2 Os that can be arranged in 2! or 2 ways, the number of permutations of the 

letters O, P, O, L, and S can be written as   5!
 _ 2!  .

 Key Concept Permutations with Repetition

The number of distinguishable permutations of n objects in which one  
object is repeated  r  1  times, another is repeated  r  2  times, and so on, is

  n!
 __  r  1 ! ·  r  2 ! · … ·  r  k !  .

Example 3  Probability and Permutations with Repetition

GAME SHOW On a game show, you are given the following letters and asked to  
unscramble them to name a U.S. river. If you selected a permutation of these  
letters at random, what is the probability that they would spell the correct answer  
of MISSISSIPPI?

Step 1   There is a total of 11 letters. Of these letters, I occurs 4 times, S occurs 4 times, 
and P occurs 2 times. So, the number of distinguishable permutations of these 
letters is 

   11!
 _ 4! · 4! · 2!   =   

39,916,800
 _ 1152   or 34,650.  Use a calculator.

Step 2   There is only 1 favorable arrangement—MISSISSIPPI.

Step 3   The probability that a permutation of these letters selected at random spells 

Mississippi is    1 _ 34,650  .

GuidedPractice

 3. TELEPHONE NUMBERS What is the probability that a 7-digit telephone number  
with the digits 5, 1, 6, 5, 2, 1, and 5 is the number 550-5211?   1

 _ 420  

So far, you have been studying objects that are arranged in linear order. Notice that  
when the spices below are arranged in a line, shifting each spice one position to the right 
produces a different permutation—curry is now first instead of salt. There are 5! distinct 
permutations of these spices.

  

Real-World Link
Created in 1956, The Price is 
Right is the longest-running 
game show in the United 
States. 
Source: IMDB
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Study Tip
Turning the Circle Over If 
the circular object looks the 
same when it is turned over, 
such as a plain key ring, then 
the number of permutations 
must be divided by 2.

In a circular permutation, objects are arranged in a circle or loop. Consider the  
arrangements of these spices when placed on a turntable. Notice that rotating the  
turntable clockwise one position does not produce a different permutation—the  
order of the spices relative to each other remains unchanged.

  

Since 5 rotations of the turntable will produce the same permutation, the number of 
distinct permutations on the turntable is   1 _ 5   of the total number of arrangements when the 
spices are placed in a line.

  1 _ 5   · 5! =   5 · 4!
 _ 5   or 4!, which is (5 - 1)!

 Key Concept Circular Permutations

The number of distinguishable permutations of n objects arranged in a circle with no fixed reference 
point is 

  n!
 _ n   or (n - 1)!. 

If the n objects are arranged relative to a fixed reference point, then the arrangements are 
treated as linear, making the number of permutations n!.

Example 4  Probability and Circular Permutations

Find the indicated probability. Explain your reasoning.

 a. JEWELRY If the 6 charms on the bracelet shown are  
arranged at random, what is the probability that the 
arrangement shown is produced?

  Since there is no fixed reference point, this is a circular 
permutation. So, there are (6 - 1)! or 5! distinguishable 
permutations of the charms. Thus, the probability that  

the exact arrangement shown is produced is   1 _ 5!   or   1 _ 120  .

 b. DINING You are seating a party of 4 people at a round table. One of the chairs  
around this table is next to a window. If the diners are seated at random, what  
is the probability that the person paying the bill is seated next to the window?

  Since the people are seated around a table with a fixed reference point, this is a linear 
permutation. So there are 4! or 24 ways in which the people can be seated around  
the table. The number of favorable outcomes is the number of permutations of the  
other 3 diners given that the person paying the bill sits next to the window,  
3! or 6. 

  So, the probability that the person paying the bill is seated next to the window  

is   6 _ 24   or   1 _ 4  .

Real-World Career
Statisticians  
Statisticians collect statistical 
data for various subject 
areas, including sports and 
games. They use computer 
software to analyze, interpret, 
and summarize the data.
Most statisticians have a 
master’s degree.
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GuidedPractice

 4. FOOTBALL A team’s 11 football players huddle together before a play.

 A. What is the probability that the goalie stands to  
the right of the center if the team huddles together  
at random? Explain your reasoning.  
See margin.                

 B. If a referee stands directly behind the huddle, what  
is the probability that the referee stands directly 
behind the right midfielder? Explain your reasoning.

2Probability Using Combinations A combination is an arrangement of objects in 
which order is not important. Suppose you need to pack 3 of your 8 different pairs  

of socks for a trip. The order in which the socks are chosen does not matter, so the 3! or 
6 groups of socks shown below would not be considered different. So, you would use 
combinations to determine the number of possible different sock choices.

A combination of n objects taken r at a time, or    n   C  r , is calculated by dividing the number of 
permutations    n   P  r  by the number of arrangements containing the same elements, r!.

 Key Concept Combinations

Symbols The number of combinations of n distinct objects taken r at a 

time is denoted by    n   C  r  and is given by    n   C  r  =   n !
 _ (n - r)! r !  .

Example The number of combinations of 8 objects taken 3 at a time is

    8  C  3  =   8!
 _ (8 - 3)! 3!   =   8!

 _ 5!3!   =   8 ⋅ 7 ⋅ 6 ⋅ 5!
 _ 5! ⋅ 6   or 56.

Example 5  Probability and    n  C  r 

INVITATIONS For her wedding, Maysoun can invite 6 of her 20 friends to join her at a 
theme park. If she chooses to invite friends at random, what is the probability that 
friends Maysa, Moza, Maha, Muna, Manal, and Laila are chosen?

Step 1   Since the order in which the friends are chosen does not matter, the number of 
possible outcomes in the sample space is the number of combinations of 20 people 
taken 6 at a time,    20  C  6 .

    20  C  6  =   20!
 _ (20 - 6)! 6!    =   20 · 19 · 18 · 17 ·  16 

 
 

8
   · 15 · 14!

   ___  14! · 6 · 5 · 4 · 3 · 2   or 38,760

Step 2   There is only 1 favorable outcome—that the six students listed above are chosen. 
The order in which they are chosen is not important.

Step 3   So the probability of these six friends being chosen is   1 _ 38,760  .

GuidedPractice

 5. GEOMETRY If three points are randomly chosen from   
those named on the rectangle shown, what is the  
probability that they all lie on the same line segment?   1

 _ 14  

4B. Since the players 
are huddled next to a 
fixed reference point, 
this is a linear 
permutation. There are 
11! ways in which the 
players can be 
arranged in the huddle. 
The number of 
favorable outcomes is 
the number of 
permutations of the 
other 10 players given 
that the referee is 
standing behind the 
halfback, 10!. So, the 
probability that the 
referee stands behind

the halfback is   
10!

 _ 11!   

or   1 _ 11  .

Study Tip
Permutations and 
Combinations Use 
permutations when the order 
of an arrangement of objects 
is important and combinations 
when order is not important.
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Check Your Understanding

 1. GEOMETRY Five students are asked to randomly select and name a polygon from the group 
shown below. What is the probability that the first two students choose the triangle and 
quadrilateral, in that order? 

  

 2. PLAYS A high school performs a production of A Raisin in the Sun with each freshman 
English class of 18 students. If the three members of the crew are decided at random, what 
is the probability that Abdalla is selected for lighting, Abdulkarim is selected for props, and 
Abdulaziz for spotlighting?

 3. DRIVING What is the probability that a license plate using the letters C, F, and F and 
numbers 3, 3, 3, and 1 will be CFF3133?   1

 _ 420  

 4. CHEMISTRY In chemistry lab, you need to test six samples that are  
randomly arranged on a circular tray.

 a. What is the probability that the arrangement shown at  
the right is produced?    1

 _ 120  
 b. What is the probability that test tube 2 will be in the top  

middle position?   1 _ 6  

 5. Five hundred boys, including Abdulraheem and Abdulrahman, entered a drawing for two football 
game tickets. What is the probability that the tickets were won by Abdulraheem and Abdulrahman? 

Practice and Problem Solving

 6. CONCERTS Lamis and Lamya are going to a concert with their high school’s key club.  
If they choose a seat on the row below at random, what is the probability that Lamya  
will be in seat C11 and Lamis will be in C12? 

  

 7. FAIRS Amer and Tarek each bought one race ticket at the state fair. If 50 tickets  
were randomly sold, what is the probability that Amer got ticket 14 and Tarek got  
ticket 23?

 8. MODELING The table shows the finalists for a floor exercises Floor Exercises Finalists

Lamya

Fawzia

Fatheya

Fatema

Ghaya

Alia

Abeer

 
competition. The order in which they will perform will be  
chosen randomly.

 a. What is the probability that Fatheya, Fatema, and Fawzia are the  
first 3 gymnasts to perform, in any order?   1

 _ 35  
 b. What is the probability that Fatheya is first, Fatema is second,  

and Fawzia is third?   1
 _ 210  

 9. JOBS A store randomly assigns their employees work  
identification numbers to track productivity. Each number  
consists of 5 digits ranging from 1–9. If the digits cannot repeat,  
find the probability that a randomly generated number is 25938.   1

 _ 15,120  

 10. GROUPS Two people are chosen randomly from a group of ten. What is the probability  
that Saleh was selected first and Sultan second?     1

 _ 
90

    

Example 1

  1
 _ 20   

Example 2

  1
 _ 

4896
  

Example 3

Example 4

Example 5

   1
 _ 124,750   

Example 1

  1
 _ 132  

  1
 _ 2450  

Example 2
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 11. MAGNETS Saeed bought some letter magnets that he can arrange to form words on  
his fridge. If he randomly selected a permutation of the letters shown below, what is  
the probability that they would form the word BASKETBALL?   1

 _ 453,600  

  

 12. ZIP CODES What is the probability that a zip code randomly generated from among the 
digits 3, 7, 3, 9, 5, 7, 2, and 3 is the number 39372?    1

 _ 3360  

 13. GROUPS Ayesha is randomly arranging desks into circles for group activities. If there are  
7 desks in his circle, what is the probability that Ayesha will be in the desk closest to  
the door?   1 _ 7  

 14. AMUSEMENT PARKS Shaima is at an amusement park with her friends. They go on a ride  
that has bucket seats in a circle. If there are 8 seats, what is the probability that Shaima  
will be in the seat farthest from the entrance to the ride?   1 _ 8  

 15. PHOTOGRAPHY If you are randomly placing 24 photos in a photo album  
and you can place four photos on the first page, what is the probability that 
you choose the photos at the right?   1

 _ 10,626  

 16. ROAD TRIPS Shaikha is going on a road trip across the U.S. She needs to 
choose from 15 cities where she will stay for one night. If she randomly 
pulls 3 city brochures from a pile of 15, what is the probability that she 
chooses Los Angeles, New York City, and Miami? 

 17. SENSE-MAKING Use the figure below. Assume that the balls are aligned at random. 

  

 a. What is the probability that in a row of 8 pool balls, the solid 2 and striped 11 would  
be first and second from the left?   1

 _ 56  
 b. What is the probability that if the 8 pool balls were mixed up at random, they would  

end up in the order shown?   1
 _ 40,320  

 c. What is the probability that in a row of seven balls, with three 8 balls, three  
9 balls, and one 6 ball, the three 8 balls would be to the left of the 6 ball and the  
three 9 balls would be on the right?   1

 _ 140  
 d. If the balls were randomly rearranged and formed a circle, what is the probability  

that the 6 ball is next to the 7 ball?   2 _ 7  

 18. How many lines are determined by 10 randomly selected points, no 3 of which are 
collinear? Explain your calculation. 

 19. Suppose 7 points on a circle are chosen at random, as shown at the right. 

 a. Using the letters A through E, how many ways can the points on the circle  
be named? 720

 b. If one point on the circle is fixed, how many arrangements are possible? 

Example 3

Example 4

Example 5

  1
 _ 455  

B

45; Sample answer: The number of lines is the combination 
of 10 objects taken 2 at a time, which is   

10!
 _ 8!2!   or 45.

5040
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 20. RIDES A carousel has 7 horses and one bench seat that will hold two  
people. One of the horses does not move up or down.

 a. How many ways can the seats on the carousel be randomly filled 
by 9 people? 362,880

 b. If the carousel is filled randomly, what is the probability that you 
and your friend will end up in the bench seat?   1

 _ 36  
 c. If 6 of the 9 people randomly filling the carousel are under the 

age of 8, what is the probability that a person under the age of 8 will end up on the  
one horse that does not move up or down?   2 _ 3  

 21.  LICENSES A camera positioned above a traffic light photographs cars that fail to stop at  
a red light. In one unclear photograph, an officer could see that the first letter of the  
license plate was a Q, the second letter was an M or an N and the third letter was a B,  
P, or D. The first number was a 0, but the last two numbers were illegible. How many 
possible license plates fit this description? 600

 22.  MULTIPLE REPRESENTATIONS In this problem, you will investigate permutations.

 a. Numerical Randomly select three digits from 0 to 9. Find the possible permutations  
of the three integers. 

 b. Tabular Repeat part a for four additional sets of three integers. You will use some  
digits more than once. Copy and complete the table below. Sample answer:

  

Integers Permutations
Average of 

Permutations   
Average of Permutations

  ___ 37  

1, 4, 7 147, 174, 417, 471, 714, 741 444 12

2, 3, 5 235, 253, 325, 352, 523, 532 370 10
6, 8, 9 689, 698, 869, 896, 968, 986 851 23
1, 3, 5 135, 153, 315, 351, 513, 531 333 9
0, 4, 6 046, 064, 406, 460, 604, 640 370 10

 c. Verbal Make a conjecture about the value of the average of the permutations of three 
digits between 0 and 9.

 d. Symbolic If the three digits are x, y, and z, is it possible to write an equation for the 
average A of the permutations of the digits? If so, write the equation. If not, explain why 
not. yes; A = 37(x + y + z)

H.O.T. Problems Use Higher-Order Thinking Skills

 23. CHALLENGE Fifteen boys and fifteen girls entered a drawing for four free movie tickets. 
What is the probability that all four tickets were won by girls? 

 24. CHALLENGE A student claimed that permutations and combinations were related by  
r! ·    n  C  r  =     n P  r . Use algebra to show that this is true. Then explain why    n  C  r  and    n  P  r  differ by 
the factor r!. See margin.

 25. OPEN ENDED Describe a situation in which the probability is given by   1 _ 
   7   C  3 

  .

 26. ARGUMENTS Is the following statement sometimes, always, or never true? Explain.
     n  P  r  =    n  C  r  

 27. PROOF Prove that    n  C  n – r  =    n  C  r . See margin.

 28. WRITING IN MATH Compare and contrast permutations and combinations. See margin.

C

  
13

 _ 261  

See margin.

Sometimes; sample answer: The statement is 
true when r is 1.

22a. Sample 
answer: 1, 4, 7; 
permutations  
147, 174, 417,  
471, 714, 741.
22c. Sample 
answer: The 
average of the 
permutations of 
three digits 
between 0 and 9 
is the sum of the 
digits multiplied 
by 37.
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 29. PROBABILITY Four members of the pep band,  
two drummers and two trumpet players, always 
stand in a row when they play. What is the 
probability that a drummer will be at each end of 
the row if they line up in random order? C

 A   1 _ 24   C   1 _ 6  

 B   1 _ 12   D   1 _ 2  

 30. SHORT RESPONSE If you randomly select a 
permutation of the letters shown below, what is 
the probability that they would spell  
GEOMETRY?   1

 _ 20,160  
  

 31. ALGEBRA Student Council sells soft drinks at 
basketball games and makes AED 1.50 from each. 
If they pay AED 75 to rent the concession stand, 
how many soft drinks would they have to sell to  
make AED 250 profit? J

 F 116 H 167

 G 117 J 217

 32. SAT/ACT The ratio of 12:9 is equal to the ratio  

of   1 _ 3   to  A

 A   1 _ 4   D 2

 B 1 E 4

 C   5 _ 4  

Spiral Review

 33. SHOPPING A women’s coat comes in sizes 4, 6, 8, or 10 in black, brown, ivory, and cinnamon.  
How many different coats could be selected? (Lesson 7-1) 16

 34.  Two similar prisms have surface areas of 256 square inches and 324 square inches. What is  
the ratio of the height of the small prism to the height of the large prism? 8 : 9

Find x. Round to the nearest tenth, if necessary.

 35.  2  36.  3.2  37.  4.5

 38. CHESS The bishop shown in square f8 can only move diagonally  
along dark squares. If the bishop is in c1 after two moves, describe  
the translation. left 3 squares and down 7 squares

Skills Review

Use the number line to find each measure. 

 39. DF 3 40. AE 10 

 41. EF 1 42. BD 6

 43. AC 5 44. CF 6

Standardized Test Practice
Copyright ©
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7-3 Geometric ProbabilityGeometric Probability

New Vocabulary
geometric probability

Why?

The object of the popular carnival 
game shown is to collect points by 
rolling a ball up an incline and into 
one of several circular target areas. 
The point value of each area is 
assigned based on the probability of 
a person landing a ball in that area.

Now

1Find probabilities  
by using length.

2Find probabilities  
by using area.

Then

You found 
probabilities  
of simple events.

1Probability with Length The probability of winning the carnival game depends on  
the area of the target. Probability that involves a geometric measure such as length or  

area is called geometric probability. 

 Key Concept Length Probability Ratio

Words If a line segment (1) contains another segment (2)  
and a point on segment (1) is chosen at random, 
then the probability that the point is on segment 
(2) is

  
length of segment (2)

  __  length of segment (1)  .

Example  If a point E on   ̶ ̶ AD  is chosen at random, 

then P (E is on   ̶ ̶ BC  ) =   BC
 _ AD  .

Example 1  Use Lengths to Find Geometric Probability

Point X is chosen at random on   ̶ ̶ JM . Find the probability that X is on   ̶ ̶ KL .

P(X is on   ̶ ̶ KL ) =   KL
 _ JM    Length probability ratio

 =   7 _ 14    KL = 7 and JM = 3 + 7 + 4 or 14

 =   1 _ 2  , 0.5, or 50%  Simplify.

GuidedPractice

Point X is chosen at random on   ̶ ̶ JM . Find the probability of each event.

 1A. P(X is on   ̶ ̶ LM )  1B. P(X is on   ̶ ̶̶ KM )

1A.   2 _ 7  , about 0.29, or about 29% 1B.   11
 _ 14  , about 0.79, or about 79%

Geometric probability can be used in many real-world situations that involve an infinite 
number of outcomes.Co
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1 Make sense of problems 

and persevere in solving 
them.

2 Reason abstractly and 
quantitatively.
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 Real-World Example 2  Model Real-World Probabilities

TRANSPORTATION Use the information at the left. Assuming that you arrive at  
Addison on the Red Line at a random time, what is the probability that you will  
have to wait 5 or more minutes for a train?

We can use a number line to model this situation. Since the trains arrive every  
15 minutes, the next train will arrive in 15 minutes or less. On the number line  
below, the event of waiting 5 or more minutes is modeled by   ̶ ̶ BD .

Find the probability of this event.

P(waiting 5 or more minutes) =   BD
 _ AD   Length probability ratio

 =   10
 _ 15   or   2 _ 3    BD = 10 and AD = 15

So, the probability of waiting 5 or more minutes for the next train is   2 _ 3   or  
about 67%.

GuidedPractice

 2. TEA Iced tea at a cafeteria-style restaurant is made in   
8-gallon containers. Once the level gets below 2 gallons,  
the flavor of the tea becomes weak.

 A.  What is the probability that when someone tries to  
pour a glass of tea from the container, it is below  
2 gallons? 

 B.  What is the probability that the amount of tea in the 
container at any time is between 2 and 3 gallons? 

  1 _ 4   or 25%

  1 _ 8   or 12.5%

2Probability with Area Geometric probability can also involve area. The ratio for 
calculating geometric probability involving area is shown below.

 Key Concept Area Probability Ratio

Words If a region A contains a region B and a point E in region A is 
chosen at random, then the probability that point E is in 

region B is   
area of region B

 __ area of region A  .

Example If a point E is chosen at random in rectangle A, then  

P (point E is in circle B ) =   
area of region B

 __ area of region A  .

When determining geometric probabilities with targets, we assume

• that the object lands within the target area, and 

• it is equally likely that the object will land anywhere in the region.

Real-World Link
 A Chicago Transit Authority 
train arrives or departs a 
station like Addison on the 
Red Line every 15 minutes.
Source: Chicago Transit Authority
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Study Tip
Use Estimation In Example 
4b, the area of the purple 
sector is  a little less than   1 _ 3    
or  33% of the spinner. 
Therefore, an answer of  
29% is reasonable.

Real-World Link
 Champion accuracy skydivers 
routinely land less than two 
inches away from the center 
of a target.
Source: SkyDiving News

 Real-World Example 3  Use Area to Find Geometric Probability

SKYDIVING Suppose a skydiver must land on a target  
of three concentric circles. If the diameter of the center 
circle is 2 meters and the circles are spaced 1 meter apart, 
what is the probability that the skydiver will land in the  
red circle?

You need to find the ratio of the area of the red circle to  
the area of the entire target. The radius of the red circle  
is 1 meter, while the radius of the entire target is 1 + 1 + 1  
or 3 meters.

P(skydiver lands in red circle) =   area of red circle
  __  area of target    Area probability ratio

 =   
π (1)  2 

 _ 
 π (3)  2 

   A = π r  2 

 =   π
 _ 9π   or   1 _ 9   Simplify.

The probability that the skydiver will land in the red circle is   1 _ 9   or about 11%.

GuidedPractice

 3. SKYDIVING Find each probability using the example above.

 A. P(skydiver lands in the blue region)   
5

 _ 
9

   or about 56%

 B. P(skydiver lands in white region)   1 _ 3   or about 33%

You can also use an angle measure to find geometric  
probability. The ratio of the area of a sector of a circle 
to the area of the entire circle is the same as the ratio of 
the sector’s central angle to 360. You will prove this in 
Exercise 27.

Example 4  Use Angle Measures to Find Geometric Probability

Use the spinner to find each probability. 

 a. P(pointer landing on yellow)

  The angle measure of the yellow region is 45.

  P(pointer landing on yellow) =   45 _ 360   or 12.5%

 b. P(pointer landing on purple)

  The angle measure of the purple region is 105.

  P(pointer landing on purple) =   105 _ 360   or about 29%

 c. P(pointer landing on neither red nor blue)

  The combined angle measures of the red and blue region are 50 + 70 or 120.

  P(pointer landing on neither red nor blue) =   360 - 120 _ 360   or about 67%

GuidedPractice  

 4A. P(pointer landing on blue)  4B. P(pointer not landing on green)

4A.   7
 _ 36   or about 19%

4B.   
3

 _ 4   or 75%
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Check Your Understanding

Point X is chosen at random on   ̶ ̶ AD .   
Find the probability of each event.

 1. P(X is on   ̶ ̶ BD )   1 _ 2  , 0.5, or 50%  2. P(X is on   ̶ ̶ BC )   
3

 _ 10  , 0.3, or 30%

 3. CARDS In a game of cards, 43 cards are used, including one joker. Four players are each 
dealt 10 cards and the rest are put in a pile. If Rasheed doesn’t have the joker, what is the 
probability that either his partner or the pile has the joker? 

 4. ARCHERY An archer aims at a target 
that is 122 centimeters in diameter with 
10 concentric circles whose diameters 
decrease by 12.2 centimeters as they 
get closer to the center. Find the 
probability that the archer will hit  
the center. 

 5. NAVIGATION A camper lost in the  
woods points his compass in a random 
direction. Find the probability that  
the camper is heading in the N to  
NE direction. 

  1
 _ 100  , 0.01, or 1%

  1 _ 8  , 0.125, or 12.5%

Practice and Problem Solving

REASONING Point X is chosen at random  
on   ̶ ̶ FK . Find the probability of each event.

 6. P(X is on   ̶ ̶ FH ) 7. P(X is on   ̶ ̶ GJ )

 8. P(X is on   ̶ ̶ HK ) 9. P(X is on   ̶ ̶ FG )

 10. BIRDS Four birds are sitting on a telephone  
wire. What is the probability that a fifth bird 
landing at a randomly selected point between 
birds 1 and 4 will sit at some point between 
birds 3 and 4?   1 _ 3  , 0.33, or 33%

 11. TELEVISION Rashid is watching television and sees an ad for a CD that he knows his  
friend wants for his wedding. If the ad replays at a random time in each 3-hour  
interval, what is the probability that he will see the ad again during his favorite  
30-minute sitcom the next day?   1 _ 6  , 0.17, or about 17%

Find the probability that a point chosen at random lies in the shaded region. Assume  
that figures that seem to be regular and congruent are regular and congruent.

 12.   13.   14.  

Example 1

Example 2

  
13

 _ 33  , 0.39, or about 39%

Examples 3–4

Example 1

Example 2

Example 3

  
3

 _ 8  , 0.375,

or 37.5%

  1 _ 2  , 0.5,

or 50% 

  7 _ 16  , 0.4375,  

or 43.75%

6.   4 _ 
9

  , 0.44, or 44%

8.   
5

 _ 
9

  , 0.56, or 56%

7.   
13

 _ 18  , 0.72, or 72%

9.   1 _ 
9

  , 0.11, or 11%
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Use the spinner to find each probability. If the spinner  
lands on a line it is spun again.

 15. P(pointer landing on yellow) 12.2%

 16. P(pointer landing on blue) 23.3%

 17. P(pointer not landing on green) 69.4%

 18. P(pointer landing on red) 25.6%

 19. P(pointer landing on neither red nor yellow) 62.2%

Describe an event with a 33% probability for each model.

 20.   21.   22.  

Find the probability that a point chosen at random lies in the shaded region.

 23.   24.   25.  53.5%

 26. FARMING The layout for a farm is shown with  
each square representing a plot. Estimate the  
area of each field to answer each question. 

 a. What is the approximate combined area of  
the spinach and corn fields? 67 square units

 b. Find the probability that a randomly chosen 
plot is used to grow soybeans. 0.16 or 16%

 27. ALGEBRA Prove that the probability that a  
randomly chosen point in the circle will lie  
in  the shaded region is equal to   x

 _ 360  . See margin.

 28. COORDINATE GEOMETRY If a point is chosen at  
random in the coordinate grid shown at the  
 right, find each probability. Round to the  
nearest hundredth.

 a. P(point inside the circle)   π _ 
25

  , 0.13, or 13%

 b. P(point inside the trapezoid)   9
 _ 

100
  , 0.09, or 9%

 c. P(point inside the trapezoid, square, or circle) 

SENSE-MAKING Find the probability that a point chosen at random lies in a shaded region.

 29.   30.   31.  

Example 4

Sample answer: 
getting a red light

Sample answer: a point 
between 10 and 20

Sample answer: 
landing on green

B   1 _ 2  , 0.5,
or 50%

0.755 or 
75.5%

C

  
3

 _ 10  , 0.30, or 30%

0.24 or 
24% 0.21 or 

21%

0.33 or 
33%
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 32. COORDINATE GEOMETRY Consider a system of inequalities, 1 ≤ x ≤ 6, y ≤ x, and y ≥ 1.  
If a point (x, y) in the system is chosen at random, what is the probability that  
(x - 1 )  2  + (y - 1 )  2  ≥ 16? 0.50 or 50%

 33.  VOLUME The polar bear exhibit at a local zoo has a pool with the side profile shown.  
If the pool is 20 feet wide, what is the probability that a bear that is equally likely to  
swim anywhere in the pool will be in the incline region? 0.31 or 31%

 34. DECISION MAKING Ayesha’s flight was delayed and she is running late to make it to a 
national science competition. She is planning on renting a car at the airport and prefers  
car rental company A over car rental company B. The courtesy van for car rental  
company A arrives every 7 minutes, while the courtesy van for car rental company B 
arrives every 12 minutes. 

 a. What is the probability that Ayesha will have to wait 5 minutes or less to see each van? 
Explain your reasoning. (Hint: Use an area model.)

 b. What is the probability that Ayesha will have to wait 5 minutes or less to see one of the 
vans? Explain your reasoning.

 c. Ayesha can wait no more than 5 minutes without risking being late for the competition. 
If the van from company B should arrive first, should she wait for the van from company 
A or take the van from company B? Explain your reasoning.  
34a–c. See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix. 

H.O.T. Problems Use Higher-Order Thinking Skills

 35. CHALLENGE Find the probability that a point   
chosen at random would lie in the shaded  
area of the figure. Round to the nearest tenth  
of a percent. 14.3%

 36. REASONING An isosceles triangle has a  
perimeter of 32 centimeters. If the lengths of  
the sides of the triangle are integers, what is  
the probability that the area of the triangle is exactly 48 square centimeters? Explain.

  37. E  WRITING IN MATH Can athletic events be considered random events? Explain. 

  38. OPEN ENDED Represent a probability of 20% using three different geometric figures.

 39. WRITING IN MATH Explain why the probability of a  
randomly chosen point falling in the shaded region of  
either of the squares shown is the same.

See margin.

See margin.

See margin.

36.   1 _ 7  ; sample answer: Using the Triangle Inequality Theorem, there are 7 isosceles triangles with integer side 

lengths and a perimeter of 32 centimeters. Of those triangles, only the one with side lengths 10, 10, and 12 has an  
area of exactly 48 square centimeters. Therefore, the probability is 1 in 7.
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 40. PROBABILITY A circle with radius 3 is contained  
in a square with side length 9. What is the 
probability that a randomly chosen point in the 
interior of the square will also lie in the interior  
of the circle? C

 A   1 _ 9   C   π _ 9   

 B   1 _ 3   D   9 _ 
π

  

 41. ALGEBRA The area of Shaima’s room is  x  2  + 8x + 12 
square feet. A gallon of paint will cover an area of  
x  2  + 6x + 8 square feet. Which expression gives 
the number of gallons of paint that Shaima will 
need to buy to paint her room? F

 F   x + 6
 _ x + 4   H   x + 4

 _ x + 6  

 G   x - 4
 _ x - 6   J   x - 4

 _ x + 6  

 42. EXTENDED RESPONSE The  
spinner is divided into  
8 equal sections.

 a.  If the arrow lands on a  
number, what is the  
probability that it will  
land on 3? 

 b.  If the arrow lands on a number, what  
is the probability that it will land on an  
odd number? 

 43. SAT/ACT A box contains 7 blue marbles, 6 red 
marbles, 2 white marbles, and 3 black marbles.  
If one marble is chosen at random, what is the 
probability that it will be red? C

 A 0.11 D 0.39

 B 0.17 E 0.67

 C 0.33

  1 _ 8  

  1 _ 2  

Spiral Review

 44. DINNER Four friends are sitting at a table together. What is the probability  
that a particular one of them will sit in the chair closest to the kitchen? (Lesson 7-2) 

Represent the sample space for each experiment by making an organized list, a table,  
and a tree diagram. (Lesson 7-1)

 45. Khamis has a choice of taking music lessons for the next two years and playing drums  
or guitar. See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

 46. Shaikha can buy a pair of shoes in either flats or heels in black or navy blue. 

STAINED GLASS In the stained glass window design, all of the small arcs around the circle  
are congruent. Suppose the center of the circle is point O.

 47. What is the measure of each of the small arcs? 45

 48. What kind of figure is △AOC? Explain. See margin.

 49. What kind of figure is quadrilateral BDFH? Explain. See margin.

 50. What kind of figure is quadrilateral ACEG? Explain. See margin.

Skills Review

Find the area of the shaded region. Round to the nearest tenth. 

 51.  52.  53. 

  1 _ 4  

See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

57.1  m  2 42.1  in  2 66.3  cm  2 

Standardized Test Practice
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7 Mid-Chapter QuizMid-Chapter Quiz
Lessons 7-1 through 7-3Lessons 7-1 through 7-3

 1. LUNCH A deli has a lunch special, which consists of a 
sandwich, soup, dessert, and a drink for AED 4.99. The 
choices are in the table below. (Lesson 7-1)

  

Sandwich Soup Dessert Drink

chicken salad tomato cookie tea

beef chicken noodle pie coffee

tuna vegetable cola

roast beef diet cola

milk

a. How many different lunches can be created from the  
items shown in the table? 120

b. If a soup and two desserts were added, how many 
different lunches could be created? 320

 2. FLAGS How many different signals can be made with 5 flags 
from 8 flags of different colors? (Lesson 7-1) 6720

 3. CLOTHING Suha has six colors of shirts: red, blue, yellow, 
green, pink, and orange. She has each color in short-sleeved 
and long-sleeved styles. Represent the sample space for 
Suha’s shirt choices by making an organized list, a table, and 
a tree diagram. (Lesson 7-1) 

 4. SPELLING A bag contains one tile for each letter of the word 
TRAINS. If you selected a permutation of these letters at 
random, what is the probability that they would spell 
TRAINS? (Lesson 7-2)

 5. CHANGE Khalifa has 3 pockets and 4 different coins. In how 
many ways can he put one coin in each pocket? (Lesson 7-2)  

 6. COINS Ten coins are tossed simultaneously. In how many of 
the outcomes will the third coin turn up a head? (Lesson 7-2)

 7. Find the probability that a point chosen at random lies in the 
shaded region. (Lesson 7-3) about 51%

  

See Ch. 7 Answer  
Appendix.

  1
 _ 720  

 2  9 

 8. EXTENDED RESPONSE A 320 meter long tightrope is 
suspended between two poles. Assume that the line has  
an equal chance of breaking anywhere along its length.  
(Lesson 7-3)

a.  Determine the probability that a break will occur in the  
first 50 meters of the tightrope. about 16%

b. Determine the probability that the break will occur within 
20 meters of a pole. about 13%

Point A is chosen at random on   ̶ ̶ BE . Find the probability of  
each event. (Lesson 7-3)

 9. P (A is on   ̶ ̶ CD  )   6 _ 
13

   10. P (A is on   ̶ ̶ BD  )   17
 _ 

26
  

 11. P (A is on   ̶ ̶ CE  )   21
 _ 

26
   12. P (A is on   ̶ ̶ DE  )   9

 _ 
26

  

Use the spinner to find each   
probability. If the spinner lands  
on a line, it is spun again.  
(Lesson 7-3)

 13. P (pointer landing on yellow)

 14. P (pointer landing on blue)

 15. P (pointer landing on red)

 16. GAMES At a carnival, the object of a game is to throw a dart 
at the board and hit region III. (Lesson 7-3)

  

a. What is the probability that it hits region I? 15%

b. What is the probability that it hits region II? 45%

c. What is the probability that it hits region III? 10%

d. What is the probability that it hits region IV? 30%

about 64%

about 7%

about 29%

24
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7-4 SimulationsSimulations

Why?

Based on practice, Khalaf knows 
that he makes 70% of his free 
throws. He wants to use this 
information to predict the 
number of free throws he is 
likely to make in games.

Now

1Design simulations to 
estimate probabilities.

2Summarize data from 
simulations.

Then

You found 
probabilities by using 
geometric measures. 

New Vocabulary
probability model
simulation
random variable
expected value
Law of Large Numbers

1Design a Simulation A probability model is a mathematical model used to match a 
random phenomenon. A simulation is the use of a probability model to recreate a 

situation again and again so that the likelihood of various outcomes can be estimated.  
To design a simulation, use the following steps.

 Key Concept Designing a Simulation

Step 1   Determine each possible outcome and its theoretical probability.

Step 2   State any assumptions.

Step 3   Describe an appropriate probability model for the situation.

Step 4   Define what a trial is for the situation and state the number of trials to be conducted.

An appropriate probability model has the same probabilities as the situation you  
are trying to predict. Geometric models are common probability models.

Example 1  Design a Simulation by Using a Geometric Model

BASKETBALL Khalaf made 70% of his free throws last season. Design a simulation  
that can be used to estimate the probability that he will make his next free throw  
this season.

Step 1   Possible Outcomes  Theoretical Probability
• Khalaf makes a free throw. → 70%
• Khalaf misses a free throw. → (100 - 70)% or 30%

Step 2   Our simulation will consist of 40 trials.

Step 3   One device that could be used is a spinner divided  
into two sectors, one containing 70% of the  
spinner’s area and the other 30%. To create such  
a spinner, find the measure of the central angle  
of each sector.

 Make Free Throw Miss Free Throw
 70% of 360° = 252° 30% of 360° = 108°

Step 4   A trial, one spin of the spinner, will represent  
shooting one free throw. A successful trial will be a  
made free throw and a failed trial will be a missed  
free throw. The simulation will consist of 40 trials.Co
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Problem-Solving Tip
Use a Simulation  
Simulations often provide a 
safe and efficient problem-
solving strategy in situations 
that otherwise may be costly, 
dangerous, or impossible to 
solve using theoretical 
techniques. Simulations 
should involve data that are 
easier to obtain than the 
actual data you are modeling.

Study Tip
Random Number Generator  
To generate a set of random 
integers on a graphing 
calculator, press  
and select randInt (under the 
PRB menu. Then enter the 
beginning and ending integer 
values for your range and the 
number of integers you want 
in each trial.

GuidedPractice

 1. RESTAURANTS A restaurant attaches game pieces to  
its large drink cups, awarding a prize to anyone who  
collects all 6 game pieces. Design a simulation using a  
geometric model that can be used to estimate how  
many large drinks a person needs to buy to collect all  
6 game pieces. See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

    

In addition to geometric models, simulations can also be conducted using dice, coin  
tosses, random number tables, and random number generators, such as those available  
on graphing calculators.

Example 2  Design a Simulation by Using Random Numbers

EYE COLOR A survey of East High School students found that 40% had brown eyes, 30% 
had hazel eyes, 20% had blue eyes, and 10% had green eyes. Design a simulation that  
can be used to estimate the probability that a randomly chosen East High student will 
have one of these eye colors.

Step 1   Possible Outcomes  Theoretical Probability
 Brown eyes → 40%
 Hazel eyes → 30%
 Blue eyes → 20%
 Green eyes → 10%

Step 2   We assume that a student’s eye color will fall into one of these four  
categories.

Step 3   Use the random number generator on your calculator. Assign the  
ten integers 0–9 to accurately represent the probability data. The  
actual numbers chosen to represent the outcomes do not matter.

 Outcome Represented by
 Brown eyes 0, 1, 2, 3
 Hazel eyes 4, 5, 6
 Blue eyes 7, 8
 Green eyes 9

Step 4   A trial will represent selecting a student at random and recording  
his or her eye color. The simulation will consist of 20 trials.

GuidedPractice

 2. FOOTBALL Last season, Khalid made 18% of his free kicks. Design a simulation using a 
random number generator that can be used to estimate the probability that he will 
make his next free kick. See margin.

2Summarize Data from a Simulation After designing a simulation, you will  
need to conduct the simulation and report the results. Include both numerical and 

graphical summaries of the simulation data, as well as an estimate of the probability of the 
desired outcome.
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Example 3  Conduct and Summarize Data from a Simulation

BASKETBALL Refer to the simulation in Example 1. Conduct the simulation and report  
the results using appropriate numerical and graphical summaries.

Make a frequency table and record the results after spinning the spinner 40 times.

Outcome Tally Frequency

Make Free Throw       26

Miss Free Throw   14

Total 40

Based on the simulation data, calculate the probability that Khalaf will make his next  
free throw.

  number of made free throws
   ___   number of free throws attempted   =   26

 _ 40   or 0.65  This is an experimental probability.

The probability that Khalaf makes his next free   
throw is 0.65 or 65%. Notice that this is close to the 
theoretical probability, 70%. So, the experimental 
probability of his missing the next free throw is  
1 - 0.65 or 35%.

Make a bar graph of these results.

GuidedPractice

 3. EYE COLOR Use a graphing calculator to conduct the  
simulation in Example 2. Then report the results using  
appropriate numerical and graphical summaries. See margin.

A random variable is a variable that can assume  Sum of Outcomes  
of Rolling Two Dice

Outcome X-Value
(1, 1) 2

(1, 2) 3

(2, 1) 3

(4, 5) 9

(6, 6) 12

 
a set of values, each with fixed probabilities. For  
example, in the experiment of rolling two dice,  
the random variable X can represent the sums  
of the potential outcomes on the dice. The table 
shows some of the X-values assigned to outcomes 
from this experiment.

Expected value, also known as mathematical expectation, is the  
average value of a random variable that one expects after repeating  
an experiment or simulation a theoretically infinite number of  
times. To find the expected value E(X) of a random variable X,  
follow these steps.

 Key Concept Calculating Expected Value

Step 1   Multiply the value of X by its probability of occurring.

Step 2   Repeat Step 1 for all possible values of X.

Step 3   Find the sum of the results.

Since it is an average, an expected value does not have to be equal to a possible  
value of the random variable.

Real-World Link
  Mark Price holds the record 
for the highest career free-
throw percentage in the NBA 
at 90.4%.
Source: National Basketball 
Association
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Math History Link
Jakob Bernoulli  
(1654–1705) Bernoulli was  
a Swiss mathematician. It 
seemed obvious to him that 
the more observations made 
of a given situation, the better 
one would be able to predict 
future outcomes. He provided 
scientific proof of his Law of 
Large Numbers in his work 
Ars Conjectandi (Art of 
Conjecturing), published  
in 1713.

Example 4  Calculate Expected Value

DARTS Suppose a dart is thrown at the dartboard. The radius  
of the center circle is 1 centimeter and each successive circle  
has a radius 4 centimeters greater than the previous circle.  
The point value for each region is shown.

 a. Let the random variable Y represent the point value  
assigned to a region on the dartboard. Calculate the  
expected value E(Y) from each throw.

  First calculate the geometric probability of landing in  
each region.

  Region 5 =   
π (1) 2 

  __  
π (1 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4) 2 

   =   1 _ 289   Region 4 =   
π (4 + 1)  2  - π (1)  2 

  __ 
π (17) 2 

   =   24 _ 289  

  Region 3 =   
π (4 + 5)  2  - π (5)  2 

  __ 
π (17) 2 

   =   56
 _ 289   Region 2 =   

π (4 + 9) 2  - π (9) 2 
  __ 

π (17) 2 
   =   88

 _ 289  

  Region 1 =   
π (4 + 13) 2  - π (13) 2 

  __ 
π (17) 2 

   =   120
 _ 289  

  E(Y) = 1 ·   120
 _ 289   + 2 ·   88

 _ 289   + 3 ·   56
 _ 289   + 4 ·   24 _ 289   + 5 ·   1 _ 289   or about 1.96

  The expected value of each throw is about 1.96.

 b. Design a simulation to estimate the average value, or the average of the results of your 
simulation, of this game. How does this value compare with the expected value you 
found in part a?

  Assign the integers 0–289 to accurately represent the probability data.

  Region 1 = integers 1–120 Region 2 = integers 121–208

  Region 3 = integers 209–264  Region 4 = integers 265–288

  Region 5 = integer 289

  Use a graphing calculator to generate  Outcome Frequency

Region 1 16

Region 2 13

Region 3 13

Region 4 8

Region 5 0

 
50 trials of random integers from 1 to 289.  
Record the results in a frequency table. Then  
calculate the average value of the outcomes.

  average value = 1 ·   16
 _ 50   + 2 ·   13

 _ 50   + 3 ·   13
 _ 50   + 4 ·   8 _ 50   + 5 ·   0 _ 50   = 2.26

  The average value 2.26 is greater than the expected value 1.96.

GuidedPractice

 4. DICE If two dice are rolled, let the random variable X  
represent the sum of the potential outcomes.

 A. Find the expected value E(X). 7

 B.  Design and run a simulation to estimate the average  
value of this experiment. How does this value compare  
with the expected value you found in part A? See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

The difference in the average value from the simulation and the expected value in Example 4 
illustrates the Law of Large Numbers: as the number of trials of a random process increases, 
the average value will approach the expected value.

Study Tip
Geometric Probability 
 Remember that when 
determining geometric 
probabilities with targets, we 
assume that the object lands 
within the target area, and 
that it is equally likely that 
the object will land anywhere 
in the region.
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Check Your Understanding

 1.  GRADES Sindiyya got an A on 80% of her first semester Biology quizzes. Design and 
conduct a simulation using a geometric model to estimate the probability that she will get 
an A on a second semester Biology quiz. Report the results using appropriate numerical 
and graphical summaries. See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

 2.  FITNESS The table shows the percent of members Class Sign-Up %
tae kwon do 45%

yoga 30%

swimming 15%

kick-boxing 10%

 
participating in four classes offered at a gym.  
Design and conduct a simulation to estimate the  
probability that a new gym member will take  
each class. Report the results using appropriate  
numerical and graphical summaries. See Ch. 7  

Answer Appendix.
 3. CARNIVAL GAMES The object of the game shown  

is to accumulate points by using a dart to pop the  
balloons. Assume that each dart will hit a balloon.

 a. Calculate the expected value from each throw. 36

 b. Design a simulation and estimate the average  
value of this game. See margin.

 c. How do the expected value and average value compare?

Practice and Problem Solving

Design and conduct a simulation using a geometric probability model. Then report the results 
using appropriate numerical and graphical summaries.

 4.   BOWLING Sumayya is a member of the bowling club at her school. Last season she bowled 
a strike 60% of the time. See margin. 

 5. VIDEO GAMES Humaid works at a video game store. Last year he sold 95% of the new-
release video games. See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

 6.  MUSIC Sally is listening to a CD with her CD player set on the random mode.  
There are 10 songs on the CD. See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

 7.   BOARD GAMES Humaid is playing a board game with eight different categories, each with 
questions that must be answered correctly in order to win. 

MODELING Design and conduct a simulation using a random number generator. Then report 
the results using appropriate numerical and graphical summaries.

 8. MOVIES A movie theater reviewed sales from Genre Ticket %
drama 40%

mystery 30%

comedy 25%

action 5%

 
the previous year to determine which genre of  
movie sold the most tickets. The results are  
shown at the right. See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

 9. BASEBALL According to a baseball player’s  
on-base percentages, he gets a single 60% of  
the time, a double 25% of the time, a triple 10%  
of the time, and a home run 5% of the time. See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

 10.   VACATION According to a survey done by a travel agency, 45% of their  
clients went on vacation to Europe, 25% went to Asia, 15% went to South  
America, 10% went to Africa, and 5% went to Australia. See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

 11. TRANSPORTATION A car dealership’s analysis indicated that 35% of the customers 
purchased a blue car, 30% purchased a red car, 15% purchased a white car, 15% purchased a 
black car, and 5% purchased any other color.  

Examples 1, 3

Examples 2–3

Example 4

Sample answer: The expected value and average value are very close.

Examples 1, 3

See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

Examples 2–3

See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.Co
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DARTBOARDS The dimensions of each dartboard below are given in inches. There is only one 
shot per game. Calculate the expected value of each dart game. Then design a simulation to 
estimate each game’s average value. Compare the average and expected values. In each figure, 

 = 25,  = 50, and  = 100 points. 

 12.   13.   14. 

 15. CARDS You are playing a team card game where a team can get 0 points, 1 point, or 
3 points for a hand. The probability of your team getting 1 point for a hand is 60%  
and of getting 3 points for a hand is 5%.

 a. Calculate your team’s expected value for a hand. 0.75

 b. Design a simulation and estimate your team’s average value per hand. 

 c. Compare the values for parts a and b. Sample answer: The two  
values are almost equal.

 16. DECISION MAKING The object of the game shown is to win  
money by rolling a ball up an incline into regions with  
different payoff values. The probability that Reham will  
get $0 in a roll is 55%, $1 is 20%, $2 is 20%, and $3 is 5%. 

 a. Suppose Reham pays $1 to play. Calculate the expected  
payoff, which is the expected value minus the cost to play,  
for each roll.  

 b. Design a simulation to estimate Reham’s average payoff for this game after she plays  
10 times.  

 c. Should Reham play this game? Explain your reasoning. 

 17. BASEBALL Of his pitches thrown for strikes, a baseball 
pitcher wants to track which areas of the strike zone  
have a higher probability. He divides the strike zone 
into six congruent boxes as shown.

 a. If a strike is equally likely to hit each box,  
what is the probability that he will throw a  
strike in each box?

 b. Design a simulation to estimate the probability of  
a strike being thrown in each box. 

 c. Compare the values for parts a and b.

 18. MODELING Rana used her statistics Integer  
Values

Points  
Scored

Frequency

1–14 0 31

15 1 0

16–28 2 17

29–30 3 2

 
from last season to design a simulation  
using a random number generator to  
predict what she would score each time  
she got possession of the ball.

 a. Based on the frequency table, what  
did she assume was the theoretical  
probability that she would score two  
points in a possession? 

 b. What is Rana’s average value for a possession? her expected value? 0.8; 1.1

 c. Would you expect the simulated data to be different? If so, explain how.  
If not, explain why. See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

12–14. See margin.

See margin.

a–c. See margin.

B

See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

  
13

 _ 30   or 43.3%

17a.  There is a   1 _ 6    
or 16.7% 
probability of 
throwing a strike 
in each box.

17c.  Sample answer: 
Some of the  
values are  
higher or  
lower, but  
most are  
very close  
to 16.7%.

Example 4
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 19.  MULTIPLE REPRESENTATIONS In this problem, you will investigate  
expected value. a–f. See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

 a. Concrete Roll two dice 20 times and record the sum of each roll.

 b. Numerical Use the random number generator on a calculator to generate  
20 pairs of integers between 1 and 6. Record the sum of each pair.

 c. Tabular Copy and complete the table  
below using your results from parts a and b.

  

Trial
Sum of 
Die Roll

Sum of Output from  
Random Number Generator

1

2

...

20

 d. Graphical Use a bar graph to graph the number of times each possible sum  
occurred in the first 5 rolls. Repeat the process for the first 10 rolls and then all  
20 outcomes.

 e. Verbal How does the shape of the bar graph change with each  
additional trial?

 f. Graphical Graph the number of times each possible sum occurred with  
the random number generator as a bar graph.

 g. Verbal How do the graphs of the die trial and the random number trial compare? 

 h. Analytical Based on the graphs, what do you think the expected value of each 
experiment would be? Explain your reasoning. 

H.O.T. Problems Use Higher-Order Thinking Skills

 20. ARGUMENTS An experiment has three equally likely  
outcomes A, B, and C. Is it possible to use the spinner  
shown in a simulation to predict the probability of  
outcome C? Explain your reasoning. See Ch. 7  

Answer Appendix.
 21.  REASONING Can tossing a coin sometimes, always,  

or never be used to simulate an experiment with two  
possible outcomes? Explain. See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix. 

 22. DECISION MAKING A carnival game consists of choosing 5 winning numbers from  
31 possible numbers (0–30). The person who matches all 5 numbers, in any  
sequence, wins 1 million tickets. a–b. See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

 a. If a game ticket costs $1, should you play?  Explain your reasoning by computing the 
expected payoff value, which is the expected value minus the ticket cost.

 b. Would your decision to play change if the winning increased to 5 million tickets?  
if the winnings were only 0.5 million tickets, but you chose from 21 numbers instead of  
31 numbers? Explain.

 23. REASONING When designing a simulation where darts are thrown at targets, what 
assumptions need to be made and why are they needed? See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

 24. OPEN ENDED Describe an experiment in which the expected value is not a possible 
outcome. Explain. See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

 25. E  WRITING IN MATH How is expected value different from probability?

C

19g.  Sample answer: They 
both have the most 
data points at the 
middle sums.

Sample answer: The expected value in both 
experiments is 7 because it is the sum that 
occurs most frequently.

See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.
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 26. PROBABILITY Khawla tosses three coins at the  
same time and repeats the process 9 more  
times. Her results are shown below where  
H represents heads and T represents tails.  
Based on Khawla’s data, what is the probability  
that at least one of the group of 3 coins  
will land with heads up? D

  
 A 0.1 B 0.2 C 0.3 D 0.9

 27. ALGEBRA Ibrahim collects comic books. He  
has 20 books in his collection, and he adds  
3 per month. In how many months will he  
have a total of 44 books in his collection? H

 F 5 G 6 H 8 J 15

 28. SHORT RESPONSE Ahmed designed a simulation  
to determine how many times a player would roll  
a number higher than 4 on a die in a board game 
with 5 rolls. The table below shows his results for 
50 trials. What is the probability that a player will 
roll a number higher than 4 two or more times in  
5 rolls? 

Number of Rolls 
Greater Than 4

Frequency

0 8

1 15

2 18

3 9

4 0

5 0

 29. SAT/ACT If a jar contains 150 peanuts and  
60 cashews, what is the approximate probability 
that a nut selected from the jar at random will be  
a cashew? B

 A 0.25   C 0.33  E 0.71

 B 0.29 D 0.4

  27
 _ 50  

Spiral Review

Point X is chosen at random on   ̶ ̶ QT . Find the  
probability of each event. (Lesson 7-3)

 30. P(X is on   ̶ ̶ QS )   
9

 _ 14  , 0.64, or 64%  31. P(X is on   ̶ ̶ RT )   4 _ 7  , 0.57, or 57%

 32. BOOKS Eiman is choosing between 10 books at the library. What is the probability that  
she chooses 3 particular books to check out from the 10 initial books? (Lesson 7-2)

Find the surface area of each figure. Round to the nearest tenth.

 33.   34.   35. 

Skills Review

 36.  RECREATION A group of 150 students was asked what   
they like to do during their free time. 

 a. How many students like going to the movies  
or shopping? 117

 b. Which activity was mentioned by  
37 students? sports or shopping

 c. How many students did not say they like movies? 56

  1
 _ 120  

50.3  ft  2 21.2  cm  2 1017.9  in  2 

Standardized Test Practice
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7-5 Probability and OddsProbability and Odds

Market Research To determine television 
ratings, Nielsen Media Research estimates how 
many people are watching any given television 
program. This is done by selecting a sample 
audience, having them record their viewing habits 
in a journal, and then counting the number of 
viewers for each program. There are about 100 
million households in the U.S., and only 5000 are 
selected for the sample group. What is the 
probability of any one household being selected to 
participate? This problem will be solved in Example 1.

Example 1  

MARKET RESEARCH What is the probability of any one household being chosen to participate for the 
Nielsen Media Research group?

Use the probability formula. Since 5000 households are selected to participate s = 5000. The 
denominator, s + f, represents the total number of households, those selected, s, and those not 
selected, f. So, s + f = 100,000,000.

P(5000) =   5000
 _  100,000,000   or   1 _ 20,000      P(s) =   s

 _ s + f  

The probability of any one household being selected is   1 _ 20,000   or 0.005%.

Now

1      Find the 
probability  
of an event.

2 Find the odds for 
the success and 
failure of an 
event.

Why?

When we are uncertain about the occurrence of an event, we can measure the chances of its happening 
with probability. For example, there are 52 possible outcomes when selecting a card at random from a 
standard deck of playing cards. The set of all outcomes of an event is called the sample space. A desired 
outcome, drawing the king of hearts for example, is called a success. Any other outcome is called a 
failure. The probability of an event is the ratio of the number of ways an event can happen to the total 
number of outcomes in the sample space, which is the sum of successes and failures. There is one way to 
draw a king of hearts, and there are a total of 52 outcomes when selecting a card from a standard deck. 
So, the probability of selecting the king of hearts is   1 _ 52  .

PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS AND OF FAILURE

1If an event can succeed in s ways and fail in f ways, then the probability of success  
P(s) and the probability of failure P(f) are as follows.

P(s) =   s
 _ s + f        P(f) =   

f
 _ s + f  
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An event that cannot fail has a probability of 1. An event that cannot succeed has a probability of 0. 
Thus, the probability of success P(s) is always between 0 and 1 inclusive. That is, 0 ≤ P(s) ≤ 1.

Example 2  

A bag contains 5 yellow, 6 blue, and 4 white marbles.

 a. What is the probability that a marble selected at random will be yellow?

 b. What is the probability that a marble selected at random will not be white?

 a. The probability of selecting a yellow marble is written P(yellow). There are  
5 ways to select a yellow marble from the bag, and 6 + 4 or 10 ways not to select a yellow marble. 
So, s = 5 and f = 10.

  P(yellow) =   5
 _ 5 + 10   or   1 _ 3      P(s) =   s

 _ s + f  

  The probability of selecting a yellow marble is   1 _ 3  

 b. There are 4 ways to select a white marble. So there are 11 ways not to select a white marble.

  P(not white) =   11 _ 4 + 11   or   11 _ 15  

  The probability of not selecting a white marble is   11 _ 15  .

The counting methods you used for permutations and combinations are often used in  
determining probability.

Example 3  
A circuit board with 20 computer chips contains 4 chips that are defective. If 3 chips are selected at 
random, what is the probability that all 3 are defective?

  There are C(4, 3) ways to select 3 out of 4 defective chips, and C(20, 3) ways to select  
3 out of 20 chips.

  P(3 defective chips) =   
C(4, 3)

 _ 
C(20, 3)      

← ways of selecting 3 defective chips 
← ways of selecting 3 chips

  =   
  4!

 _ 
1! 3!

  
 _ 

  20!
 _ 

17! 3!
  
   or   1 _ 285  

  The probability of selecting three defective computer chips is   1 _ 285  .

The sum of the probability of success and the probability of failure for any event is always  
equal to 1.

P(s) + P(f) =   s
 _ s + f   +   

f
 _ s + f  

 =   
s+ f

 _ s + f   or 1

This property is often used in finding the probability of events. For example, the probability

of drawing a king of hearts is P(s) =   1 _ 52  , so the probability of not drawing the king

of hearts is P(f) = 1 -   1 _ 52   or   51
 _ 52  . Because their sum is 1, P(s) and P(f) are called complements. Copyright ©

 M
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Example 4  

The CyberToy Company has determined that out of a production run of 50 toys, 17 are defective. If 
5 toys are chosen at random, what is the probability that at least 1 is defective?

The complement of selecting at least 1 defective toy is selecting no defective toys. That is,  
P(at least 1 defective toy) = 1 - P(no defective toys).

P(at least 1 defective toy) = 1 - P(no defective toys).

 = 1 -   
C(33, 5)

 _ 
C(50, 5)    

← ways of selecting 5 defective toys 
← ways of selecting 5 toys

 = 1 -   
237,336

 _ 2,118,760  

 ≈ 0.8879835375  Use a calculator.

The probability of selecting at least 1 defective toy is about 89%.

Another way to measure the chance of an event occurring is with odds. The probability of  
success of an event and its complement are used when computing the odds of an event.

ODDS

2 The odds of the successful outcome of an event is the ratio of the probability of its success  
 to the probability of its failure.

Odds =   
P(s)

 _ 
P(f)  

Example 5  

Ayesha must select at random a chip from a box to determine which question she will  
receive in a mathematics contest. There are 6 blue and 4 red chips in the box. If she selects  
a blue chip, she will have to solve a trigonometry problem. If the chip is red, she will have  
to write a geometry proof.

 a. What is the probability that Ayesha will draw a red chip?

 b. What are the odds that Ayesha will have to write a geometry proof?

 a. The probability that Ayesha will select a red chip is   4 _ 10   or   2 _ 5  .

 b. To find the odds that Ayesha will have to write a geometry proof, you need to know the 
probability of a successful outcome and of a failing outcome.

 Let s represent selecting a red chip and f represent not selecting a red chip.

 P(s) =   2 _ 5   P(f) = 1 -   2 _ 5   or   3 _ 5  

 Now find the odds.

   
P(s)

 _ P(f)   =   
  2 _ 5  

 _ 
  3 _ 5  

   or   2 _ 3  

  The odds that Ayesha will choose a red chip and thus have to write a geometry 

 proof is   2 _ 3  . The ratio   2 _ 3   is read “2 to 3.”

        515
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Exercises

Read and study the lesson to answer each question.

 1. Explain how you would interpret P(E) =   1 _ 2  .

 2. Find two examples of the use of probability in newspapers 
or magazines. Describe how probability concepts are 
applied.

 3. Write about the difference between the probability of the 
successful outcome of an event and the odds of the 
successful outcome of an event.

 4. You Decide Khalifa has figured that his odds of winning  
the student council election are 3 to 2. Khamis tells him that, 
based on those odds, 

 5. The probability of his winning is 60%. Khalifa disagreed. 
Who is correct? Explain your answer.  
A box contains 3 tennis balls, 7 softballs, and 11 baseballs. 
One ball is chosen at random. Find each probability.

 6. P(softball)   
1 _ 
3

  

 7. P(not a baseball)   
10 _ 
21

  

 8. P(golf ball) 0

 9. In an office, there are 7 seniors and 4 juniors. If one person 
is randomly called on the phone, find the probability the 
person is a senior.

Of 7 kittens in a litter, 4 have stripes. Three kittens are picked  
at random. Find the odds of each event.

 10. All three have stripes.   
4 _ 
31

   

 11. Only 1 has stripes.   
12 _ 
23

  

 12. One is not striped.   
18 _ 
17

  

 13. METEOROLOGY A local weather forecast states that the 
probability of rain on Saturday is 80%. What are the odds 
that it will not rain Saturday? (Hint: Rewrite the percent as a 
fraction.)

Using a standard deck of 52 cards, find each probability.  
The face cards include kings, queens, and jacks.

 14. P(face card)   
3 _ 
13

  

 15. P(a card of 6 or less)   
6 _ 
13

  

 16. P(a black, non-face card)   
5 _ 
13

  

 17. P(not a face card)   
10 _ 
13

  

1–4. See margin.

    
7 _ 
11

  

   
1 _ 
4

  

Sometimes when computing odds, you must find the sample space first. This can involve finding 
permutations and combinations.

Example 6  

Twelve male and 16 female students have been selected as equal qualifiers for  
6 college scholarships. If the awarded recipients are to be chosen at random, what  
are the odds that 3 will be male and 3 will be female?

First, determine the total number of possible groups.

C(12, 3)  number of groups of 3 males 
C(16, 3)  number of groups of 3 females

Using the Basic Counting Principle we can find the number of possible groups of 3 males  
and 3 females.

C(12, 3) · C(16, 3) =   12!
 _ 9! 3!   ·   

16!
 _ 13! 3!   or 123,200 possible groups

The total number of groups of 6 recipients out of the 28 who qualified is C(28, 6) or 376,740. So, the 
number of groups that do not have 3 males and 3 females is 376,740 - 123,200 or 253,540.

Finally, determine the odds.

 P(s) =   
123,200

 _ 376,740   P(f) =   
253,540

 _ 376,740  

odds =   
  
123,200

 _ 376,740  
 _ 

  
253,540

 _ 376,740  
   or   880

 _ 1811  

Thus, the odds of selecting a group of 3 males and 3 females are   880
 _ 1811   or close to   1 _ 2  .
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One flower is randomly taken from a vase containing 5 red 
flowers, 2 white flowers, and 3 pink flowers. Find each 
probability.

 18. P(red)   
1 _ 
2

  

 19. P(white)   
1 _ 
5

  

 20. P(not pink)   
7 _ 

10
  

 21. P(red or pink)   
4 _ 
5

  

Rashid has 10 rap, 18 rock, 8 country, and 4 pop CDs in his  
music collection. Two are selected at random. Find each 
probability.

 22. P(2 pop)   
1 _ 

130
  

 23. P(2 country)   
7 _ 

195
  

 24. P(1 rap and 1 rock)   
3 _ 
13

  

 25. P(not rock)   
77 _ 

260
  

 26. A number cube is thrown two times. What is the probability 
of rolling 2 fives?

A box contains 1 green, 2 yellow, and 3 red marbles. Two 
marbles are drawn at random without replacement. What are the 
odds of each event occurring?

 27. drawing 2 red marbles   
1 _ 
4

  

 28. not drawing yellow marbles   
2 _ 
3

  

 29. drawing 1 green and 1 red   
1 _ 
9

  

 30. drawing two different colors   
11 _ 
4

  

Of 27 students in a class, 11 have blue eyes, 13 have brown eyes, 
and 3 have green eyes. If 3 students are chosen at random what 
are the odds of each event occurring?

 31. all three have blue eyes   
11 _ 

184
  

 32. 2 have brown and 1 has blue eyes   
22 _ 
53

  

 33. no one has brown eyes   
28 _ 
197

  

 34. only 1 has green eyes   
92 _ 

233
  

 35. The odds of winning a prize in a raffle with one raffle  
ticket are   1 _ 249  . What is the probability of winning with  
one ticket? 

 36. The probability of being accepted to attend a state  
university is   4 _ 5  . What are the odds of being accepted  
to this university?    

4 _ 
1
  

 37. From a deck of 52 cards, 5 cards are drawn. What are the 
odds of having three cards of one suit and the other two 
cards be another suit? 

H.O.T. Problems Use Higher-Order Thinking Skills

 38. WEATHER During a particular hurricane, hurricane  
trackers determine that the odds of it hitting the coast are  
1 to 4. What is the probability of this happening? 

 39. BASEBALL At one point in the 1999 season, Ken Griffey, Jr. 
had a batting average of 0.325. What are the odds that he 
would hit the ball the next time he came to bat?  

 40. SECURITY Abeer uses a combination lock on her locker that 
has 3 wheels, each labeled with 10 digits from 0 to 9. The 
combination is a particular sequence with no digits 
repeating.

  a.  What is the probability of someone guessing the correct 
combination? 

  b.  If the digits can be repeated, what are the odds against 
someone guessing the combination? 

 41. CRITICAL THINKING Rasheed is carrying out a survey of the 
bear population at Yellowstone National Park. He spots two 
bears—one has a light colored coat and the other has a dark 
coat.

  a.  Assume that there are equal numbers of male and female 
bears in the park. What is the probability that both bears 
are male? 

  b.  If the lighter colored bear is male, what are the odds that 
both are male? 

 42. TESTING Ms. Alia gives her precalculus class 20 study 
problems. She will select 10 to answer on an upcoming test. 
Ghaya can solve 15 of the problems.

  a.  Find the probability that Ghaya can solve all 10 problems 
on the test. 

  b.  Find the odds that Ghaya will know how to solve 8 of the 
problems. 

 43. MORTALITY RATE During 1990, smoking was linked to 
418,890 deaths in the United States. The graph shows the 
diseases that caused these smoking-related deaths.

  a.  Find the probability that a smoking-related death  
was the result of either cardiovascular disease or  
cancer. 

  b.  Determine the odds against a smoking-related death 
being caused by cancer. 

  1
 _ 36  

  1
 _ 250  

  429
 _ 3736  

  1 _ 5  

  13
 _ 27  

  1
 _ 720  

  999
 _ 1  

  1 _ 4  

  1 _ 1  

  21
 _ 1292  

  225
 _ 421  

  
331,142

 _ 
418,890

   0.791

  
133,784

 _ 75,661  
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Spiral Review

Find each sum. 

 45. TEXTILES Patterns in fabric can often be created by modifying a mathematical graph.  
The pattern at the right can be modeled by a lemniscate. 

 a. Suppose the designer wanted to begin with a lemniscate that was 6 units from  
end to end. What polar equation could have been used?

 b. What polar equation could have been used to generate a lemniscate that was  
8 units from end to end?

Graph each polar equation on a polar grid. 

 46. θ = -  π _ 4   47. r = 1.5 48. θ = -150°

Find the cross product of u and v. Then show that u × v is orthogonal to both u and v. 
 

 49. u = 〈1, 9, -1〉, v = 〈-2, 6, -4〉 50. u = 〈-3, 8, 2〉, v = 〈1, -5, -7〉  51. u = 〈9, 0, -4〉, v = 〈-6, 2, 5 〉

Find the component form and magnitude of  ̶ ̶ AB  with the given initial and terminal points.  
Then find a unit vector in the direction of  ̶ ̶ AB . 

 52. A(6, 7, 9), B(18, 21, 18) 53. A(24, -6, 16), B(8, 12, -4) 54. A(3, -5, 9), B(-1, 15, -7)

  55. A bowl contains four apples, three bananas, three oranges, and two pears. If two pieces of fruit are selected at random,  
what are the odds of selecting an orange and a banana? (Lesson 7-8)  

 56. FUEL ECONOMY The table shows various engine sizes available from an auto 
manufacturer and their respective fuel economies. (Lesson 7-7)

 a. Make a scatter plot of the data, and identify the relationship.

 b. Calculate and interpret the correlation coefficient. Determine whether it is 
significant at the 10% level.

 c. If the correlation is significant at the 10% level, find the least-squares regression 
equation and interpret the slope and intercept in context.

 d. Use the regression equation that you found in part c to predict the expected 
kilometers per liter that a car would get for an engine size of 8.0 liters. State 
whether this prediction is reasonable. Explain.

 r   2  = 9 cos 2θ or  r   2  = 9 sin 2θ

 r   2  = 16 cos 2θ or  r   2  = 16 sin 2θ

45–47. See margin.

48–50. See Chapter 7 Answer Appendix for proofs.

〈-30, 6, 24〉 〈-46, -19, 7〉 〈8, -21, 18〉

51–53. See margin.

  3 _ 19  
a–d. See Chapter 7 Answer Appendix.

Engine Size 
(liters)

Highway Mileage 
(km/L)

1.6 34

2.2 37

2.0 30

6.2 26

7.0 24

3.5 29

5.3 24

2.4 33

3.6 26

6.0 24

4.4 23

4.6 24

 44. CRITICAL THINKING A plumber cuts a pipe in two pieces at a 
point selected at random. What is the probability that the 
length of the longer piece of pipe is at least 8 times the 
length of the shorter piece of pipe?    

2 _ 
9
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 57. Use Pascal’s triangle to expand   (3a +   2 _ 3  b)   
4
 . 

Write and graph a polar equation and directrix for the conic with the given characteristics. 

 58. e = 1; vertex at (0, -2) 59. e = 3; vertices at (0, 3) and (0, 6)

Find the angle between each pair of vectors to the nearest tenth of a degree. 

 60. u = 〈2, 9, -2〉, v = 〈-4, 7, 6〉 61. m = 3i - 5j + 6k and n = -7i + 8j + 9k

Use a graphing calculator to graph the conic given by each equation. 

 62. 7 x  2  - 50xy + 7 y  2  = -288 63.  x  2  - 2  √  3  xy + 3 y  2  + 16  √  3  x + 16y = 0

81 a   4  + 72 a   3 b + 24 a   2  b   2  +   32
 _ 9    a b   3  +   16

 _ 81     b   4 

60–61. See margin for graphs.

r =   4
 _ 1 - sin θ  r =   12

 _ 1 + 3 sin θ  

63.0° 93.4°

64–65. See margin.

 64. SAT/ACT What is the area of the shaded region?

 A 5 C 7 E 9

 B 6 D 8

 66. REVIEW Which of the following best describes the end 
behavior of f (x) =  x  10  -  x  9  + 5 x  8 ?

 F f (x) → ∞ as x → ∞, f (x) → -∞ as x → ∞

 G f (x) → ∞ as x → ∞, f (x) → ∞ as x → -∞

 H f (x) → -∞ as x → ∞, f (x) → ∞ as x → -∞

 J f (x) → -∞ as x → -∞, f (x) → ∞ as x → ∞

 65. According to the graph of y = f (x),  lim  x→0
  f (x) =

 A 0  C 3

 B 1  D The limit does not exist.

 67. REVIEW Which of the following describes the graph of 

 g   (x) =   1 _ 
 x  2 

  ?

 I It has an infinite discontinuity.

 II It has a jump discontinuity.

 III It has a point discontinuity.

 F I only G II only H I and II only

 J I and III only K I, II and III

A

G

C

F

Skills Review for Standardized Tests
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7-6 Probabilities of Independent and Probabilities of Independent and 
Dependent EventsDependent Events

New Vocabulary
compound event
independent events
dependent events
conditional probability
probability tree

Why?

The 18 students in Mrs. Asma’s chemistry class are 
drawing names to determine who will give his or 
her presentation first. Ismail is hoping to be 
chosen first and his friend Usama wants to be 
second.

Now

1Find the probability of 
mutually and non-

mutually exclusive events 
and solve related 
problems.

2   Find probabilities of 
complements and 
solve related 
problems.

1Independent and Dependent Events A compound event or composite event  
consists of two or more simple events. In the example above, Ismail and Usama being 

chosen to give their presentations first is a compound event. It consists of the event that 
Ismail is chosen and the event that Usama is chosen.

Compound events can be independent or dependent.

• Events A and B are independent events if the probability that A occurs does not affect  
the probability that B occurs.

• Events A and B are dependent events if the probability that A occurs in some way  
changes the probability that B occurs.

Consider choosing objects from a group of objects. If you replace the object each time, 
choosing additional objects are independent events. If you do not replace the object each 
time, choosing additional objects are dependent events.

Example 1  Identify Independent and Dependent Events

Determine whether the events are independent or dependent. Explain your reasoning.

 a. One coin is tossed, and then a second coin is tossed.
  The outcome of the first coin toss in no way changes the probability of the outcome  

of the second coin toss. Therefore, these two events are independent.

 b. In the class presentation example above, one student’s name is chosen and not 
replaced, and then a second name is chosen.

  After the first person is chosen, his or her name is removed and cannot be selected 
again. This affects the probability of the second person being chosen, since the  
sample space is reduced by one name. Therefore, these two events are dependent.

 c. Prize giveaway on Wednesday and on Saturday. Every contestant is assigned a number.
  The numbers for one drawing have no bearing on the next drawing. Therefore,  

these two events are independent.

GuidedPractice

 1A. A card is selected from a deck of cards and put back. Then a second card is  
selected.

 1B. Yasmin selects a shirt from her closet to wear on Monday and then a different  
shirt to wear on Tuesday. 

 1A, 1B. See margin.

Then

You found simple 
probabilities
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Suppose a coin is tossed and the spinner shown  
is spun. The sample space for this experiment is 

{(H, B), (H, R), (H, G), (T, B), (T, R), (T, G)}.

Using the sample space, the probability of the 
compound event of the coin landing on heads  

and the spinner on green is P(H and G) =   1 _ 6  .

Notice that this same probability can be found by multiplying the 
probabilities of each simple event.

P(H) =   1 _ 2     P(G) =   1 _ 3     P(H and G) =   1 _ 2   ·   1 _ 3   or   1 _ 
6
  

This example illustrates the first of two Multiplication Rules for Probability.

 Key Concept Probability of Two Independent Events

Words The probability that two independent events both occur is the product of the 
probabilities of each individual event.

Symbols If two events A and B are independent, then 

P(A and B) = P(A) · P(B).

This rule can be extended to any number of events.

 Real-World Example 2  Probability of Independent Events

TRANSPORTATION Amani and her friends are  
going to a concert. They put the slips of paper  
shown into a bag. If a person draws a yellow  
slip, he or she will ride in the van to the concert.  
A blue slip means he or she rides in the car.

Suppose Amani draws a slip. Not liking the outcome, she puts it back and draws a second 
time. What is the probability that on each draw her slip is blue?

These events are independent since Amani replaced the slip that she removed.  
Let B represent a blue slip and Y a yellow slip.

 Draw 1 Draw 2

P(B and B) = P(B) · P(B) Probability of independent events

 =   3 _ 8   ·   3 _ 8   or   9 _ 64    P(B) =   3 _ 8  

So, the probability of Amani drawing two blue slips is   9 _ 64   or about 14%.

GuidedPractice

Find each probability.

 2A. A coin is tossed and a die is rolled. What is the probability that the coin lands  
heads up and the number rolled is a 6? 

 2B. Suppose you toss a coin four times. What is the probability of getting four tails?

2A.   1
 _ 12   or about 8% 2B.   1

 _ 16   or 6.25%

Study Tip
Use an Area Model You can 
also use the area model 
shown below to calculate the 
probability that both slips are 
blue. The blue region 
represents the probability of 
drawing two successive blue 
slips. The area of this  region 

is   9
 _ 64   of the  entire model.

Reading Math
and The word and is a key 
word indicating to multiply 
probabilities.
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Example 3  

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH Statistics collected in a particular coal-mining region show that the
probability that a miner will develop black lung disease is   5 _ 11  . Also, the probability that a
miner will develop arthritis is   1 _ 5  . If one health problem does not affect the other, what is the

probability that a randomly-selected miner will not develop black lung disease but will develop 
arthritis?

The events are independent since having black lung disease does not affect the existence  
of arthritis.

P(not black lung disease and arthritis) = [1 - P(black lung disease)] · P(arthritis)

 =  (1 -   5 _ 11  )  ·   1 _ 5   or   6 _ 55  

The probability that a randomly-selected miner will not develop black lung disease but will
develop arthritis is   6 _ 55  .

 Key Concept Probability of Two Dependent Events

Words The probability that two dependent events both occur is the product of the probability 
that the first event occurs and the probability that the second event occurs after the first 
event has already occurred.

Symbols If two events A and B are dependent, then 

P(A and B) = P(A) · P(B|A).

Reading Math
and The word and is a key 
word indicating to multiply 
probabilities.

This rule can be extended to any number of events.

The second of the Multiplication Rules of Probability addresses the probability of  
two dependent events.
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The notation P(B|A) is read the probability that event B occurs given that event A has already 
occurred. This is called conditional probability.

Example 4  Probability of Dependent Events

TRANSPORTATION Refer to Example 2. Suppose Ayoub draws a slip and does not put it 
back. Then her friend Mazen draws a slip. What is the probability that both friends draw 
a yellow slip?

These events are dependent since Ayoub does not replace the slip that she removed. 

P(Y and Y) = P(Y) · P(Y|Y) Probability of dependent events

 =   5 _ 8   ·   4 _ 7   or   5 _ 14     After the first yellow slip is chosen, 7 total slips  
remain, and 4 of those are yellow.

So, the probability that both friends draw yellow slips is   5 _ 
14

   or about 36%.

CHECK   You can use a tree diagram with probabilities, called a probability tree,  
to verify this result. Calculate the probability of each simple event at the  
first stage and each conditional probability at the second stage. Then  
multiply along each branch to find the probability of each outcome. 

  

 The sum of the probabilities should be 1.

   20 _ 
56

   +   15 _ 
56

   +   15 _ 
56

   +   6 _ 
56

   =   56 _ 
56

   or 1 ✓

GuidedPractice

 3. Three cards are selected from a standard deck of 52 cards.  
What is the probability that all three cards are diamonds  
if neither the first nor the second card is replaced?

  11
 _ 850   or about 1%

Real-World Link
 A recent study found that with 
three or more teenage 
passengers, 85% of fatal 
crashes of passenger vehicles 
driven by teens involved 
driver error, almost 50% 
involved speeding, and 
almost 70% involved a  
single vehicle.
Source: National Safety Council
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2Conditional Probabilities In addition to its use in finding the probability of two  
or more dependent events, conditional probability can be used when additional 

information is known about an event.

Suppose a die is rolled and it is known that the number rolled is odd.   
What is the probability that the number rolled is a 5?

There are only three odd numbers that can be rolled, so our sample  
space is reduced from {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} to {1, 3, 5}. So, the probability  

that the number rolled is a 5 is P(5|odd) =   1 _ 3  .

Ms. Amal’s class is holding a debate. The 8 students participating randomly draw cards 
numbered with consecutive integers from 1 to 8. 

• Students who draw odd numbers will be on the Proposition Team. 

• Students who draw even numbers will be on the Opposition Team. 

If Ayman is on the Opposition Team, what is the probability that he drew the  
number 2?

A   1 _ 
8
   B   1 _ 

4
   C   3 _ 

8
   D   1 _ 

2
  

Read the Test Item

Since Ayman is on the Opposition Team, he must have drawn an even number. So you 
need to find the probability that the number drawn was 2 given that the number drawn 
was even. This is a conditional probability problem.

Solve the Test Item

Let A be the event that an even number is drawn.  
Let B be the event that the number 2 is drawn.

Draw a Venn diagram to represent this situation.  
There are only four even numbers in the sample  
space, and only one out of these numbers is a 2.  

Therefore, the P(B|A) =   1 _ 
4
  . The answer is B.

GuidedPractice

 4. When two dice are rolled, what is the probability that one die is a 4, given that the sum 
of the two die is 9? J

F   1 _ 
6
   G   1 _ 

4
   H   1 _ 

3
   J   1 _ 

2
  

Since conditional probability reduces the sample space,  
the Venn diagram in Example 4 can be simplified as shown, 
with the intersection of the two events representing those 
outcomes in A and B. This suggests the following formula. 

P(B|A) =   
P(A and B)

 _ 
P(A)  

Key Concept Conditional Probability

The conditional probability of B given A is P(B|A) =   
P(A and B)

 _ P(A)  , where P(A) ≠ 0.

Reading Math
Conditional Probability  
P(5|odd) is read the 
probability that the number 
rolled is a 5 given that the 
number rolled is odd.

Test-Taking Tip
Use a Venn Diagram Use a 
Venn diagram to help you 
visualize the relationship 
between the outcomes of  
two events.

Standardized Test Example 4  Conditional Probability
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526 | Lesson 7-6 | Probabilities of Independent and Dependent Events

Example 5  

MEDICINE Refer to the application above. What is the probability that a test subject’s hair grew, 
given that he used the experimental drug?

Let H represent hair growth and D represent experimental drug usage. We need to find P(H|D).

P(H|D) =   
P(used experimental drug and had hair growth)

    ____   
P(used experimental drug)

  

P(H|D) =   
  1600 _ 4000  

 _ 
  2400

 _ 4000  
    

← P(used experimental drug and had hair growth) =  
  

1600

 

_
 4000

   
← P(used experimental drug) =    

1600 + 800
 

_
 4000  

P(H|D) =   1600 _ 2400   or   2 _ 3  

The probability that a subject’s hair grew, given that they used the experimental drug is   2 _ 3  .

Example 6  

Manal tosses two coins. What is the probability that she has tossed 2 heads, given that she has 
tossed at least 1 head?

Let event A be that the two coins come up heads.

Let event B be that there is at least one head.

P(B) =   3 _ 4    Three of the four outcomes have at least one head.

P(A and B) =   1 _ 4   One of the four outcomes has two heads.

P(A|B) =   
P(A and B)

 _ 
P(B)  

 =   
  1 _ 4  

 _ 
  3 _ 4  

  

 =   1 _ 4   ·   4 _ 3   or   1 _ 3  

The probability of tossing two heads, given that at least one toss was a head is   1 _ 3  .
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Example 7  

Sultan is conducting a survey of families with 3 children. If a family is selected at random, what is 
the probability that the family will have exactly 2 boys if the second child is a boy?

The sample space is S = {BBB, BBG, BGB, BGG, GBB, GBG, GGB, GGG} and includes all of the 
possible outcomes for a family with three children.

Determine the reduced sample spaces that satisfy the given conditions that there are exactly 2 boys 
and that the second child is a boy.

The condition that there are exactly 2 boys reduces the sample space to exclude the outcomes where 
there are 1, 3, or no boys.

 Let X represent the event that there are two boys.

 X = {BBG, BGB, GBB}

 P(X) =   3 _ 8  

The condition that the second child is a boy reduces the sample space to exclude the outcomes where 
the second child is a girl.

 Let Y represent the event that the second child is a boy.

 Y = {BBB, BBG, GBB, GBG}

 P(Y) =   4 _ 8   or   1 _ 2  

(X and Y) is the intersection of X and Y. (X and Y) = {BBG, GBB}.

So, P(X and Y) =   2 _ 8   or   1 _ 4  .

P(X|Y) =   
P(X and Y)

 _ 
P(Y)  

 =   
  1 _ 4  

 _ 
  1 _ 2  

  

 =   1 _ 4   ·   2 _ 1   or   1 _ 2  

The probability that a family with 3 children selected at random will have exactly 2 boys, 

given that the second child is a boy, is   1 _ 2  .

Sample spaces and reduced sample spaces can be used to help determine the outcomes that satisfy a 
given condition.
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528 | Lesson 7-6 | Probabilities of Independent and Dependent Events

In some situations, event A is a subset of event B. When this 
occurs, the probability that both event A and event B, P(A and 
B), occur is the same as the probability of event A 

occurring. Thus, in these situations P(A|B) =   
P(A)

 _ 
P(B)  .

Example 8  

A 12-sided dodecahedron has the numerals 1 through 12 on its faces. The die is rolled once, and the 
number on the top face is recorded. What is the probability that the number is a multiple of 4 if it is 
known that it is even?

Let A represent the event that the number is a multiple of 4. Thus, A = {4, 8, 12}.

 P(A) =   3 _ 12   or   1 _ 4  

Let B represent the event that the number is even. So, B = {2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12}.

 P(B) =   6 _ 12   or   1 _ 12  

In this situation, A is a subset of B.

P(A and B) = P(A) =   1 _ 4   P(B) =   1 _ 2  

P(A|B) =   
P(A)

 _ 
P(B)  

 =   
  1 _ 4  

 _ 
  1 _ 2  

   or   1 _ 2  

The probability that a multiple of 4 is rolled, given that the number is even, is   1 _ 2  .

Event A is a subset of event B.
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Check Your Understanding

 Determine whether the events are independent or dependent. Explain. 

 1.  Badr took the SAT on Saturday and scored 1350. The following week he took the  
ACT and scored 23. See margin.

 2.   Amna’s basketball team is in the final four. If they win, they will play in the  
championship game. See margin.

 3. CARDS A card is randomly chosen from a deck of 52 cards,  
replaced, and a second card is chosen. What is the probability  
of choosing both of the cards shown at the right?

 4. TRANSPORTATION Saeed is getting on the bus after work.  
It costs $0.50 to ride the bus to his house. If he has 3 quarters,  
5 dimes, and 2 nickels in his pocket, find the probability that  
he will randomly pull out two quarters in a row. Assume that  
the events are equally likely to occur.   1

 _ 15   or 0.07

 5. GRIDDED RESPONSE Every Saturday, 10 friends play dodgeball at a local park. To pick 
teams, they randomly draw cards with consecutive integers from 1 to 10. Odd  
numbers are on Team A, and even numbers are Team B. What is the probability  
that a player on Team B has drawn the number 10?  

Practice and Problem Solving

REASONING Determine whether the events are independent or dependent. Then find  
the probability.

 6. In a game, you roll an even number on a die and then spin a spinner numbered  
1 through 5 and get an odd number. independent;   

3
 _ 10   or 30%

 7. An ace is drawn, without replacement, from a deck of 52 cards. Then, a second ace  
is drawn. dependent;   1

 _ 221   or 0.5%

 8. In a bag of 3 green and 4 blue marbles, a blue marble is drawn and not replaced.  
Then, a second blue marble is drawn. dependent;   2 _ 7   or about 29%

 9. You roll two dice and get a 5 each time. independent;   1
 _ 36   or about 3%

 10. GAMES In a game, the spinner at the right is spun  
and a coin is tossed. What is the probability of getting  
an even number on the spinner and the coin landing  
on tails? 

 11. GIFTS Buthaina’s class is having a gift exchange. Buthaina  
will draw first and her friend Badria second. If there are  
18 students participating, what is the probability that  
Badria and Buthaina draw each other’s names?

 12. VACATION A work survey found that 8 out of every 10 employees went on vacation last 
summer. If 3 employees’ names are randomly chosen, with replacement, what is the 
probability that all 3 employees went on vacation last summer? See margin.

 13. CAMPAIGNS The table shows the number of  
each color of Student Council campaign buttons  
Clemente has to give away. If given away at  
random, what is the probability that the first  
and second buttons given away are both red?

Example 1

Example 2

  1
 _ 2704   or 3.7 × 10-4

Example 3

Example 4

  1 _ 5   or 0.20

Examples 1–3

  1 _ 4   or 25%

  1
 _ 306   or about 0.3%

Button Color Amount

blue 20

white 15

red 25

black 10
  
20

 _ 161   or about 12%
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530 | Lesson 7-6 | Probabilities of Independent and Dependent Events

 14. A red marble is selected at random from a bag of 2 blue and 9 red marbles and not 
replaced. What is the probability that a second marble selected will be red? 

 15. A die is rolled. If the number rolled is greater than 2, find the probability that it is a 6. 

 16. A quadrilateral has a perimeter of 12 and all of the side lengths are odd integers. What  
is the probability that the quadrilateral is a rhombus? 

 17. A spinner numbered 1 through 12 is spun. Find the probability that the number spun is  
an 11 given that the number spun was an odd number. 

 18. CLASSES The probability that a student takes geometry and French at Salem’s school  
is 0.064. The probability that a student takes French is 0.45. What is the probability that  
a student takes geometry if the student takes French? 0.14

 19.  TECHNOLOGY At Bell High School, 43% of the students own a CD player and 28% own a 
CD player and an MP3 player. What is the probability that a student owns an MP3  
player if he or she also owns a CD player? 0.65

 20. PROOF Use the formula for the probability of two dependent events P(A and B) to  
derive the conditional probability formula for P(B|A). See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

 21. TENNIS A double fault in tennis is when the serving player fails to land their serve “in” 
without stepping on or over the service line in two chances. Hessa’s first serve  
percentage is 40%, while her second serve percentage is 70%. 

 a. Draw a probability tree that shows each outcome. See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.
 b. What is the probability that Hessa will double fault? 0.18 or 18%
 c. Design a simulation using a random number generator that can be used to estimate  

the probability that Hessa double faults on her next serve. 

 22. VACATION A random survey was conducted to determine  
where families vacationed. The results indicated that  
P(B) = 0.6, P(B ∩ M) = 0.2, and the probability that a  
family did not vacation at either destination is 0.1. 

 a. What is the probability that a family vacations in  
the mountains? 0.3

 b. What is the probability that a family visiting the beach will also visit the 
mountains? 0.33

 23. DECISION MAKING You are trying to decide whether you should expand a business. If you 
do not expand and the economy remains good, you expect AED 2 million in revenue. If the 
economy is bad, you expect AED 0.5 million. The cost to expand is AED 1 million, but the 
expected revenue after the expansion is AED 4 million in a good economy and AED 1 million 
in a bad economy. You assume that the chances of a good and a bad economy are 30% and 
70%, respectively. Use a probability tree to explain what you should do. 

H.O.T. Problems Use Higher-Order Thinking Skills

 24. ARGUMENTS There are n different objects in a bag. The probability of drawing object  
A and then object B without replacement is about 2.4%. What is the value of n? Explain. 

 25. REASONING If P(A|B) is the same as P(A), and P(B|A) is the same as P(B), what can be  
said about the relationship between events A and B? A and B are independent events. 

 26. OPEN ENDED Describe a pair of independent events and a pair of dependent events. 
Explain your reasoning. See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

 27. WRITING IN MATH A medical journal reports the chance that a person smokes given that  
his or her parent smokes. Explain how you could determine the likelihood that a  
person’s smoking and their parent’s smoking are independent events. See margin.  

Example 4

  4 _ 5   or 80%

  1 _ 4   or 25%

  1 _ 5   or 20%

  1 _ 6   or 17%
B

C

See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

See Ch. 7 
Answer 
Appendix.

21c. Sample  
answer:  
I would use a  
random number  
generator to  
generate integers  
1 through 50.  
The integers  
1−9 will represent  
a double fault,  
and the integers  
10−50 will  
represent the  
other possible  
outcomes. The 
simulation  
will consist of  
50 trials.
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A container holds 3 green marbles and 5 yellow marbles. One marble is randomly drawn and discarded. 
Then a second marble is drawn. Find each probability.

 28. the second marble is green, given that the first marble  
was green 

 29. the second marble is yellow, given that the first marble  
was green 

 30. the second marble is yellow, given that the first marble  
was yellow 

Three fish are randomly removed from an aquarium that contains a trout, a bass, a perch, a catfish, a 
walleye, and a salmon. Find each probability.

 31. P(salmon, given bass)   
2 _ 
5

  

 32. P(not walleye, given trout and perch)   
3 _ 
4

  

 33. P(bass and perch, given not catfish)   
3 _ 
10

  

 34. P(perch and trout, given neither bass nor walleye)   
1 _ 
2

  

  2 _ 7  

  5 _ 7  

  4 _ 7  
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532 | Lesson 7-6 | Probabilities of Independent and Dependent Events

 35. PROBABILITY Halima will be assigned at random to 
1 of 6 P.E. classes throughout the day and 1 of 3 
lunch times. What is the probability that she will 
be in the second P.E. class and the first lunch? A

 A   1 _ 
18

   B   1 _ 
9
   C   1 _ 

6
   D   1 _ 

2
  

 36. ALGEBRA Jassim downloaded 2 videos and 7 songs 
to his digital media player for AED 10.91. Jamal 
downloaded 3 videos and 4 songs for AED 9.93. 
What is the cost of each video? J

 F AED 0.99  H AED 1.42

 G AED 1.21 J AED 1.99

 37. GRIDDED RESPONSE A bag of jelly beans contains  
7 red, 11 yellow, and 13 green. Hareb picks two 
jelly beans from the bag without looking. What is 
the probability as a percent rounded to the nearest 
tenth that Hareb picks a green one and then a red 
one? 9.8

 38. SAT/ACT If the probability that it will snow on
   Tuesday is   4 _ 

13
  , then what is the probability that it

   will not snow? B

 A   4 _ 
9
   C   13 _ 

9
   E   13 _ 

4
  

 B   9 _ 
13

   D   13 _ 
5
   

Spiral Review

 39. SOFTBALL Hamdah struck out during 10% of her at bats last season. Design and conduct  
a simulation to estimate the probability that she will strike out at her next at bat  
this season. (Lesson 7-4) See margin.

Use the spinner to find each probability. The spinner is spun again if it  
stops on a line. (Lesson 7-3)

 40. P(pointer landing on red) 0.25 41. P(pointer landing on blue) 0.32

 42. P(pointer landing on green) 0.07 43. P(pointer landing on yellow) 0.19

Determine whether each pair of solids is similar, congruent, or neither. If the solids  
are similar, state the scale factor.

 44.    neither 45.    

 46. FIREWORKS Fireworks are shot from a barge on a river. There is an explosion   
circle inside which all of the fireworks will explode. Spectators sit outside a  
safety circle 800 feet from the center of the fireworks display.

 a. Find the approximate circumference of the safety circle. 5026.5 ft
 b.  If the safety circle is 200 to 300 feet farther from the center than  

the explosion circle, find the range of values for the radius of the  
explosion circle. 500–600 ft

 c.  Find the least and maximum circumferences of the explosion circle to the  
nearest foot. 

Skills Review

Find the number of possible outcomes for each situation. 

 47. Houriyya chooses from 5 different flavors of ice cream and 3 different toppings. 15

 48. Hassan chooses from 6 colors and 2 seat designs for his new mountain bike. 12

 49. A rectangle has a perimeter of 12 and integer side lengths. 3

 50. Three number cubes are rolled simultaneously. 216

congruent

3142 ft; 3770 ft

Standardized Test Practice
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Geometry LabGeometry Lab

Two-Way Frequency TablesTwo-Way Frequency Tables

A two-way frequency table or contingency table is used to  
show the frequencies of data from a survey or experiment  
classified according to two variables, with the rows indicating  
one variable and the columns indicating the other.

Activity 1  Two-Way Frequency Table

GRADUATION Hasan asks a random sample of 160 students who are in Grade 11 and Grade 12 at his high school 
whether or not they plan to attend the graduation ceremony. He finds that 44 Grade 12s and 32 Grade 11s plan to 
attend the graduation ceremony, while 25 Grade 12s and 59 Grade 11s do not plan to attend. Organize the responses 
into a two-way frequency table.

Step 1  Identify the variables. The students surveyed can be classified according class and  
attendance. Since the survey included only upperclassmen, the variable class has  
two categories: Grade 12 or Grade 11. The variable attendance also has two categories:  
attending or not attending the graduation.

Step 2  Create a two-way frequency table. Let the rows of  
Class

Attending
the graduation

Not Attending 
the graduation

Totals

Grade 12 44 32 76

Grade 11 25 59 84

Totals 69 91 160

 
the table represent class and the columns represent  
attendance. Then fill in the cells of the table with the  
information given.

Step 3  Add a Totals row and a Totals column to your table  
and fill in these cells with the correct sums.

The frequencies reported in the Totals row and Totals column are called marginal frequencies, with 
the bottom rightmost cell reporting the total number of observations. The frequencies reported in 
the interior of the table are called joint frequencies. These show the frequencies of all possible 
combinations of the categories for the first variable with the categories for the second variable.

Analyze the Results
 1. How many Grade 12s were surveyed? 76

 2. How many of the students that were surveyed plan to attend the prom? 69

A relative frequency is the ratio of the number of observations in a category to the total number of 
observations.

Activity 2  Two-Way Relative Frequency Table

PROM Convert the table from Activity 1 to a table of relative frequencies. 

Step 1   Divide the frequency reported in each cell 
by the total number of respondents, 160. 

Class
Attending

the graduation
Not Attending 
the graduation

Totals

Grade 12   44
 _ 160    32

 _ 160    76
 _ 160  

Grade 11   25
 _ 160    59

 _ 160    84
 _ 160  

Totals   69
 _ 160    91

 _ 160    160
 _ 160  

Step 2   Write each fraction as a percent rounded 
to the nearest tenth.

Class
Attending

the graduation
Not Attending 
the graduation

Totals

Grade 12 27.5% 20% 47.5%

Grade 11 15.6% 36.9% 52.5%

Totals 43.1% 56.9% 100%

7-6
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You can use joint and marginal relative frequencies to approximate conditional probabilities.

Activity 3  Conditional Probabilities 

GRADUATION Using the table from Activity 2, find the probability that a surveyed  
student plans to attend the gradaution given that he or she is in Grade 11.

The probability that a surveyed student plans to attend the graduation given that he  
or she is in Grade 11 is the conditional probability P(attending graduation | in Grade 11).

P(attending graduation | in Grade 11) = 
P(attending graduation and in Grade 11)

   ___  
P(Grade 11)  

 ≈   0.156
 _ 0.525   or 29.7%

Conditional Probability

P (attending graduation and in Grade 11) = 15.6% 
or 0.156, P (Grade 11) = 52.5% or 0.525

Analyze and Apply
Refer to Activities 2 and 3.
 3. If there are 285 total students, about how many would you predict plan to attend the graduation? 
 4. Find the probability that a surveyed student is in Grade 11 and does not plan to attend the graduation. ≈36.9%
 5. Find the probability that a surveyed student is in Grade 12 given that he or she plans to attend  

the graduation. ≈63.8%
 6. What is a possible trend you notice in the data? 

When survey results are classified according to variables, you may want to decide whether these variables 
are independent of each other. Variable A is considered independent of variable B if P (A and B ) = P (A) ⋅ P (B ). 
In a two-way frequency table, you can test for the independence of two variables by comparing the joint 
relative frequencies with the products of the corresponding marginal relative frequencies.

Activity 4  Independence of Events

GRADUATION Use the relative frequency table from Activity 2 to determine whether graduation  
attendance is independent of class.

Calculate the expected joint relative frequencies if the two  
Class

Attending
the graduation

Not Attending 
the graduation

Totals

Grade 12 27.5% (20.5%) 20% (27%) 47.5%

Grade 11 15.6% (22.6%) 36.9% (29.9%) 52.5%

Totals 43.1% 56.9% 100%

Note: The numbers in parentheses are the expected relative frequencies.

 
variables were independent. Then compare them to the  
actual relative frequencies. 

For example, if 47.5% of respondents were Grade 12s and  
43.1% of respondents plan to attend the graduation, then one  
would expect that 47.5% ⋅ 43.1% or about 20.5% of respondents  
who are in Grade 12 plan to attend the graduation.

Since the expected and actual joint relative frequencies are  
not the same, graduation attendance for these respondents is  
not independent of class.

COLLECT DATA Design and conduct a survey of students at your school. Create a two-way  
relative frequency table for the data. Use your table to decide whether the data you collected  
indicate an independent relationship between the two variables. Explain your reasoning.

 7. student gender and whether a student’s car insurance is paid by the student or the  
student’s parent(s) See students’ work.

 8. student gender and whether a student buys or brings his or her lunch See students’ work.

123 students

Sample answer: It appears that more Grade 12s plan to attend 
graduation than Grade 11s.
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7-7 Probabilities of Mutually  Probabilities of Mutually  
Exclusive EventsExclusive Events

Why?

At Wayside High School, Grade 9s, 
Grade 10s, Grade 11s, and Grade 12s 
can all run for Student Council president. 
Hamad wants either a Grade 11 or a 
Grade 12 candidate to win the election. 
Hamdan wants either a Grade 10 or a 
Grade 9 to win, but says, “If the winner 
is Grade 10 Hamad, I’ll be thrilled!”

Now

1  Find probabilities of 
events that are 
mutually exclusive 
and events that are 
not mutually  
exclusive.

2Find probabilities  
of complements.

Then

You found 
probabilities of 
independent and 
dependent events. 

New Vocabulary
mutually exclusive events
complement

1Mutually Exclusive Events In previous work, you examined probabilities involving 
the intersection of two or more events. In this lesson, you will examine probabilities 

involving the union of two or more events.

To find the probability that one event occurs or another event occurs, you must know  
how the two events are related. If the two events cannot happen at the same time, they 
are said to be mutually exclusive. That is, the two events have no outcomes in common.

 Real-World Example 1  Identify Mutually Exclusive Events

ELECTIONS Refer to the application above. Determine whether the events are  
mutually exclusive or not mutually exclusive. Explain your reasoning.

 a. a Grade 11 winning the election or a Grade 12 winning the election 
  These events are mutually exclusive. There are no common outcomes—a student  

cannot be both in Grade 11 and in Grade 12.

 b. a Grade 10 winning the election or a female winning the election
  These events are not mutually exclusive. A female student who is in Grade 10 is an 

outcome that both events have in common.

 c. drawing an ace or a club from a standard deck of cards.
  Since the ace of clubs represents both events, they are not mutually exclusive.

GuidedPractice

Determine whether the events are mutually exclusive or not mutually exclusive.  
Explain your reasoning. 1B. not mutually exclusive

 1A. selecting a number at random from the integers from 1 to 100  
and getting a number divisible by 5 or a number divisible by 10

 1B. drawing a card from a standard deck and getting a 5 or a heart

 1C. getting a sum of 6 or 7 when two dice are rolled mutually exclusive

not mutually exclusive

P(A and B)

Indicates an intersection  
of two sample spaces.

P(A or B)

Indicates a union of  
two sample spaces.
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One way of finding the probability of two mutually exclusive events occurring is to  
examine their sample space. 

When a die is rolled, what is the probability of getting a  
3 or a 4? From the Venn diagram, you can see that there 
are two outcomes that satisfy this condition, 3 and 4. So,

P(3 and 4) =   2 _ 6   or   1 _ 3  .

Notice that this same probability can be found by adding 
the probabilities of each simple event.

P(3) =   1 _ 6   P(4) =   1 _ 6   P(3 and 4) =   1 _ 6   +   1 _ 6   =   2 _ 6   or   1 _ 3  

This example illustrates the first of two Addition Rules for Probability.

 Key Concept Probability of Mutually Exclusive Events

Words If two events A and B are mutually exclusive, then the probability that A or B occurs is 
the sum of the probabilities of each individual event.

Example If two events A or B are mutually exclusive, then  
P(A or B ) = P(A ) + P(B ).

This rule can be extended to any number of events.

 Real-World Example 2  Mutually Exclusive Events

MUSIC Humaid makes a playlist that consists of  
songs from three different albums by his favorite 
artist. If he lets his digital media player select the 
songs from this list at random, what is the 
probability that the first song played is from 
Album 1 or Album 2?

These are mutually exclusive events, since the 
songs selected cannot be from both Album 1 
and Album 2. 

Let event A1 represent selecting a song from Album 1. 
Let event A2 represent selecting a song from Album 2.  
There are a total of 10 + 12 + 13 or 35 songs.

P(A1 or A2) = P(A1) + P(A2)  Probability of mutually exclusive events

 =   10
 _ 35   +   12

 _ 35   P(A1) =   
10

 _ 35   and P(A2) =   12
 _ 35  

 =   22 _ 35   Add.

So, the probability that the first song played is from Album 1 or Album 2  
is   22 _ 35   or about 63%.

GuidedPractice
 2A. Two dice are rolled. What is the probability that doubles are rolled or that the  

sum is 9?   
5

 _ 18   or about 28%

 2B. CARNIVAL GAMES If you win the ring toss game at a certain carnival, you receive a 
stuffed animal. If the stuffed animal is selected at random from among 15 ponies, 
16 kittens, 14 frogs, 25 snakes, and 10 unicorns, what is the probability that a  
winner receives a pony, a kitten, or a unicorn? 

2B.   41
 _ 80   or about 51%

Math History Link
Leonhard Euler (1707–1783) 
Euler introduced graph theory  
in 1736 in a paper titled Seven 
Bridges of Konigsburg, a 
famous solved mathematics 
problem inspired by an actual 
place and situation. Also, 
Euler’s formula relating the 
number of edges, vertices, 
and faces of a convex 
polyhedron is the origin of 
graph theory. Refer to  
Extend 7-7.

Reading Math
or The word or is a key word 
indicating that at least one of 
the events occurs. P(A or B) is 
read as the probability that A 
occurs or that B occurs.
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When a die is rolled, what is the probability of getting  
a number greater than 2 or an even number? From the 
Venn diagram, you can see that there are 5 numbers 
that are either greater than 2 or are an even number:  
2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. So, 

P(greater than 2 or even) =   5 _ 6  .

Since it is possible to roll a number that is greater than 2 and an even number, these  
events are not mutually exclusive. Consider the probabilities of each individual event.

 P(greater than 2) =   4 _ 6    P(even) =   3 _ 6  

If these probabilities were added, the probability of two outcomes, 4 and 6, would be 
counted twice—once for being numbers greater than 2 and once for being even numbers.  
You must subtract the probability of these common outcomes.

P(greater than 2 or even) = P(greater than 2) + P(even) - P(greater than 2 and even)

 =   4 _ 6   +   3 _ 6   -   2 _ 6   or   5 _ 6  

This leads to the second of the Addition Rules for Probability.

Second Number Cube

1 2 3 4 5 6

First 
Number 

Cube

1 (1, 1) (1, 2) (1, 3) (1, 4) (1, 5) (1, 5)

2 (2, 1) (2, 2) (2, 3) (2, 4) (2, 5) (2, 6)

3 (3, 1) (3, 2) (3, 3) (3, 4) (3, 5) (3, 6)

4 (4, 1) (4, 2) (4, 3) (4, 4) (4, 5) (4, 6)

5 (5, 1) (5, 2) (5, 3) (5, 4) (5, 5) (5, 6)

6 (6, 1) (6, 2) (6, 3) (6, 4) (6, 5) (6, 6)

What is the probability of rolling two number cubes, in which the first number cube shows a 2 or  
the sum of the number cubes is 6 or 7? Since each number cube can land six different ways, and two 
number cubes are rolled, the sample space can be represented by making a chart. A reduced sample 
space is the subset of a sample space that contains only those outcomes that satisfy a given  
condition.
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It is possible to have the first number cube show a 2 and have the sum of the two number cubes be  
6 or 7. Therefore, these events are not mutually exclusive. They are called inclusive events. In this case, 
you must adjust the formula for mutually exclusive events.

Note that the circles in the Venn diagram overlap. This area 
represents the probability of both events occurring at the same 
time. When the areas of the two circles are added, this 
overlapping area is counted twice. Therefore, it must be 
subtracted to find the correct probability of the two events.

Let A represent the event “the first number cube shows a 2”.

Let B represent the event “the sum of the two number cubes is 6 or 7”.

P(A) =   6 _ 36   P(B) =   11 _ 36  

Note that (2, 4) and (2, 5) are counted twice, both as the first cube showing  
a 2 and as a sum of 6 or 7. To find the correct probability, you must subtract  
P(2 and sum of 6 or 7).

 P(2) + P(sum of 6 or 7) - P(2 and sum of 6 or 7)

P(2 or sum of 6 or 7) =   6 _ 36       +   11 _ 36    -   2 _ 36  

 =   15 _ 36   or   5 _ 12  

The probability of the first number cube showing a 2 or the sum of the 

number cubes being 6 or 7 is   5 _ 12  .

Events A and B are inclusive events.
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 Key Concept Probability of Events That Are Not Mutually Exclusive

Words If two events A and B are not mutually exclusive, then the probability that A or B occurs 
is the sum of their individual probabilities minus the probability that both A and B occur.

Symbols If two events A and B are not mutually exclusive, then  
P(A or B ) = P(A ) + P(B ) - P(A and B ).

 Real-World Example 3  Events That Are Not Mutually Exclusive

ART The table shows the number  
and type of paintings Khalid has  
created. If he randomly selects a  
painting to submit to an art contest,  
what is the probability that he  
selects a portrait or an oil painting?

Since some of Khalid’s paintings are both portraits and oil paintings, these events are  
not mutually exclusive. Use the rule for two events that are not mutually exclusive.  
The total number of paintings from which to choose is 30. 

P(oil or portrait) = P(oil) + P(portrait) - P(oil and portrait)

 =   1 + 3 + 2 _ 30   +   5 + 3 + 2 + 0  __ 30   -   3 _ 30    Substitution

 =   6 _ 30   +   10
 _ 30   -   3 _ 30   or   13

 _ 30   Simplify.

The probability that Khalid selects a portrait or an oil painting is   13
 _ 30   or about 43%.

GuidedPractice

 3. What is the probability of drawing a king or a diamond from a standard deck of  
52 cards? 

Khalid’s Paintings

Media Still Life Portrait Landscape

watercolor 4 5 3

oil 1 3 2

acrylic 3 2 1

pastel 1 0 5

  4 _ 13   or about 31%

Real-World Link
 Juried art shows are shows in 
which artists are called to 
submit pieces and a panel of 
judges decides which art will 
be shown. They originated in 
the early 1800s to exhibit the 
work of current artists and 
educate the public.
Source: Humanities Web
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2Probabilities of Complements The complement of an event A consists of all the 
outcomes in the sample space that are not included as outcomes of event A. 

When a die is rolled, the probability of getting a 4 is   1 _ 
6
  . What is the probability of not  

getting a 4? There are 5 possible outcomes for this event: 1, 2, 3, 5, or 6. So, P(not 4) =   5 _ 
6
  . 

Notice that this probability is also 1 -   1 _ 
6
   or 1 - P(4).

 Key Concept Probability of the Complement of an Event

Words The probability that an event will not occur is equal to 1 minus the probability that  
the event will occur.

Symbols For an event A, P(not A) = 1 - P(A).

Example 4  Complementary Events

RACE Sally bought 20 race tickets, hoping to win the AED 100 gift card to her favorite 
clothing store. If a total of 300 race tickets were sold, what is the probability that Sally 
will not win the gift card?

Let event A represent selecting one of Sally’s tickets. Then find the probability of the 
complement of A.

P(not A) = 1 - P(A) Probability of a complement

 = 1 -   20
 _ 300   Substitution

 =   280
 _ 300   or   14 _ 15    Subtract and simplify.

The probability that one of Sally’s tickets will not be selected is   14 _ 
15

   or about 93%.

GuidedPractice

 4. If the chance of rain is 70%, what is the probability that it will not rain? 30%

Types of Events Words Probability Rule

Independent 
Events

The outcome of a first event does not 
affect the outcome of the second event.

If two events A and B are 
independent, then  
P(A and B ) = P(A ) · P(B ).

Dependent 
Events

The outcome of a first event does affect 
the outcome of the other event.

If two events A and B are dependent, 
then P(A and B ) = P(A ) · P(B|A ).

Conditional
Additional information is known about the 
probability of an event.

The conditional probability of A given B is 

P(A|B ) =   
P(A and B )

 _ P(B )   .

Mutually 
Exclusive Events

Events do not share common outcomes. If two events A or B are mutually 
exclusive, then  
P(A or B ) = P(A ) + P(B ).

Not Mutually 
Exclusive Events

Events do share common outcomes. If two events A and B are not mutually 
exclusive, then P(A or B ) =  
P(A) + P(B ) - P(A and B ).

Complementary 
Events

The outcomes of one event consist of all 
the outcomes in the sample space that  
are not outcomes of the other event.

For an event A, P(not A ) = 1 - P(A ).

Concept Summary Probability Rules

Reading Math
Complement The 
complement of event A can 
also be noted as  A  C .
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 Real-World Example 5  Identify and Use Probability Rules

SEAT BELTS Refer to the information at the left. Suppose two people are chosen at 
random from a group of 100 American motorists and passengers. If this group  
mirrors the population, what is the probability that at least one of them does not  
wear a seat belt?

 Understand You know that 86% of Americans do use a seat belt. The phrase at least one  
means one or more. So, you need to find the probability that either

 • the first person chosen does not use a seat belt or 

 • the second person chosen does not use a seat belt or 

 • both people chosen do not use a seat belt.

 Plan The complement of the event described above is the  
event that both people chosen do use a seat belt. Find  
the probability of this event, and then find the  
probability of its complement.

  Let event A represent choosing a person who does  
use a seat belt. 

  Let event B represent choosing a person who does use a seat belt after the 
first person has already been chosen.

  These are two independent events, since the outcome of the first event  
does not affect the probability of the outcome of the second event.

 Solve P(A and B) = P(A) · P(B) Probability of independent events

    = 0.86 · 0.86 P(B) = 0.86

    = 0.7396 Multiply.

   P[not (A and B)] = 1 - P(A and B) Probability of a complement

   = 1 - 0.7396 Substitution

   = 0.2604 Subtract.

  So, the probability that at least one of the passengers does not use a 
seat belt is about 26%. 

 Check Use logical reasoning to check the reasonableness of your answer.
  The probability that one person chosen out of 100 does not wear his or her  

seat belt is (100 - 86)% or 14%. The probability that two people chosen  
out of 100 wear their seat belt should be greater than 14%. Since  
26% > 14%, the answer is reasonable.

GuidedPractice

 5. CELL PHONES According to an online poll, 35% of American motorists routinely use 
their cell phones while driving. Three people are chosen at random from a group of 
100 motorists. What is the probability that

 A. at least two of them use their cell phone while driving? about 28%

 B. no more than one use their cell phone while driving? about 72%

Real-World Link
 About 86% of American 
motorists and their right-front 
passengers use a seat belt.
Source: National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration

Study Tip
Key Probability Words When 
determining what type of 
probability you are dealing 
with in a situation, look for 
key words and correctly 
interpret their meaning.

 and →  independent  
or dependent events 

 or →  mutually exclusive or  
not mutually exclusive 

 not →  complementary 
events

 and then → conditional 
at least n → n or more 
at most n → n or less
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Check Your Understanding

Determine whether the events are mutually exclusive or not mutually exclusive. Explain 
your reasoning.

 1. drawing a card from a standard deck and getting a jack or a club  

 2. taking care of a cat or a horse 

 3. JOBS Sumayya is the employee of the month at her job. Her reward is to select at 
random from 4 gift cards, 6 coffee mugs, 7 DVDs, 10 CDs, and 3 gift baskets. What is 
the probability that an employee receives a gift card, coffee mug, or CD? See margin.

 4. CLUBS According to the table, what is the  
probability that a student in a club is in Grade 11  
or on the debate team? 

Determine the probability of each event.

  5. If you have a 2 in 10 chance of bowling a spare, what is the probability of missing  
the spare? The probability of missing the spare is   

8
 _ 10   or 80%.

  6. If the chance of living in a particular dorm is 75%, what is the probability of living in 
another dorm? The probability of living in another dorm is   1 _ 4   or 25%.

 7. GRADUATION In Khalid’s Grade 12 class of 100 students, 91 went to the Grade 12 
graduation. If two people are chosen at random from the entire class, what is the 
probability that at least one of them did not go to graduation? 17.3% 

Practice and Problem Solving

Determine whether the events are mutually exclusive or not mutually exclusive. Then  
find the probability. Round to the nearest tenth of a percent, if necessary.

 8. drawing a card from a standard deck and getting a jack or a six 

 9. rolling a pair of dice and getting doubles or a sum of 8 

 10. selecting a number at random from integers 1 to 20 and getting an even number or a 
number divisible by 3 

 11. tossing a coin and getting heads or tails mutually exclusive; 100%

 12. drawing an ace or a heart from a standard deck of 52 cards 

 13. rolling a pair of dice and getting a sum of either 6 or 10 

 14. SPORTS The table includes all of the  
programs offered at a sports complex and  
the number of participants aged 14-16.  
What is the probability that a player is 14 
or plays basketball? 56%

 15. MODELING An exchange student is moving back to Italy, and her homeroom class wants to 
get her a going away present. The teacher takes a survey of the class of 32 students and 
finds that 10 people chose a card, 12 chose a T-shirt, 6 chose a video, and 4 chose a 
bracelet. If the teacher randomly selects the present, what is the probability that the 
exchange student will get a card or a bracelet? 

Example 1

not mutually exclusive; A jack of clubs is both a jack and a club.
mutually exclusive; A cat cannot be a horse and a horse cannot be a cat.

Example 2

Example 3 Club Gr. 10 Gr. 11 Gr. 12
 Key 12 14 8

Debate 2 6 3

  Math 7 4 5

  French 11 15 13

  11
 _ 25   or about 44%

Example 4

Example 5

Examples 1–3

mutually exclusive;   2 _ 13   or 15.4%

not mutually exclusive;   
10

 _ 36   or 27.8%

not mutually exclusive;   
13

 _ 20   or 65%

not mutually exclusive;   4 _ 13   or 30.8%

mutually exclusive;   2 _ 
9

   or about 22.2%

Graceland Sports Complex

Age Football Baseball Basketball
14 28 36 42

15 30 26 33

16 35 41 29

  7 _ 16   or about 43.8%Co
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Determine the probability of each event.

 16. rolling a pair of dice and not getting a 3   25
 _ 

36
   or about 69.4%

 17. drawing a card from a standard deck and not getting a diamond   3 _ 
4

   or about 75%

 18. flipping a coin and not landing on heads   1 _ 
2

   or about 50%

 19. spinning a spinner numbered 1–8 and not landing on 5   7 _ 
8

   or 87.5%

 20. MYSTERY TOYS Khalaf bought 20 mystery toys. If a total of 500 mystery toys were sold, 
what is the probability that Khalaf will not win a toy car?    24

 _ 25   or about 96%

 21.  JOBS Of young workers aged 18 to 25, 71% are paid by the hour. If two people are 
randomly chosen out of a group of 100 young workers, what is the probability that 
exactly one is paid by the hour? 42%

 22. RECYCLING Suppose 31% of Americans recycle. If two Americans are chosen randomly 
from a group of 50, what is the probability that at most one of them recycles? 

CARDS Suppose you pull a card from a standard 52-card deck. Find the probability of 
each event.

 23. The card is a 4.   1
 _ 

13
   or 7.7% 24. The card is red.   1 _ 

2
   or 50%

 25. The card is a face card.   3 _ 
13

   or 23.1% 26. The card is not a face card.   10
 _ 

13
   or 76.9%

 27. MUSIC A school carried out a survey of 265 students to see which types of music  
students would want played at a school dance. The results are shown in the Venn  
Diagram. Find each probability.

 a. P(country or R&B) 71.3%

 b. P(rock and country or R&B and rock) 11.3%

 c. P(R&B but not rock) 36.2%

 d. P(all three) 3.8%

H.O.T. Problems Use Higher-Order Thinking Skills

 28. CRITIQUE Hafsa and Suha want to determine the probability that a red marble will be 
chosen out of a bag of 4 red, 7 blue, 5 green, and 2 purple marbles. Is either of 
them correct? Explain your reasoning. 

Hafsa
P(R) =    4 _  17    

Suha
P(R) = 1 −   4 _ 18  

 29. CHALLENGE You roll 3 dice. What is the probability that the outcome of at least two of  
the dice will be less than or equal to 4? Explain your reasoning. 

REASONING Determine whether the following are mutually exclusive. Explain. 

 30. choosing a quadrilateral that is a square and a quadrilateral that is a rectangle

 31. choosing a triangle that is equilateral and a triangle that is equiangular

 32. choosing a complex number and choosing a natural number

 33. OPEN ENDED Describe a pair of events that are mutually exclusive and a pair of events 
that are not mutually exclusive.

 34. WRITING IN MATH Explain why the sum of the probabilities of two mutually exclusive 
events is not always 1.

Example 4

Example 5
about 90.4%

B

C

Neither; sample answer: 
The probability that a red 
marble will be chosen 
is   4 _ 18   or 1 −   14

 _ 18  .

30–34. See margin.

See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.
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 39. PROBABILITY Customers at a new salon can win 
prizes during opening day. The table shows the 
type and number of prizes. What is the 
probability that the first customer wins a 
manicure or a massage? D 

Prize Number

manicure 10

pedicure 6

massage 3

facial 1

 A 0.075 C 0.5

 B 0.35 D 0.65

 40. SHORT RESPONSE A cube numbered 1 through 6 
is shown.

  If the cube is rolled once, what is the probability 
that a number less than 3 or an odd number 
shows on the top face of the cube? 

 41. ALGEBRA What will happen to the slope of line p  
if it is shifted so that the y-intercept stays the same 
and the x-intercept approaches the origin? J 

 F The slope will become negative.
 G The slope will become zero. 
 H The slope will decrease.
 J The slope will increase.

 42. SAT/ACT The probability of choosing a peppermint 
from a certain bag of candy is 0.25, and the 
probability of choosing a chocolate is 0.3. The bag 
contains 60 pieces of candy, and the only types of 
candy in the bag are peppermint, chocolate, and 
butterscotch. How many butterscotch candies are  
in the bag? B

 A 25 D 33
 B 27 E 45
 C 30 

  2 _ 3  

There are 5 1-fils coins, 7 5-fils coins, and 9 10-fils coins in an antique coin collection. If two 
coins are selected at random and the coins are not replaced, find each probability.

 35. P(2 1-fils coin)    
1 _ 

21
  

 36. P(2 5-fils coins or 2 silver-colored coins) See Margin

 37. P(at least 1 5-fils coin)    
17 _ 
30

  

 38. P(2 10-fils coins or 1 1-fils coin and 1 5-fils coin)   
71 _ 

210
  

Standardized Test Practice
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546 | Lesson 7-7 | Probabilities of Mutually Exclusive Events

Spiral Review

Determine whether the events are independent or dependent. Then find the  
probability. (Lesson 7-5)

 43. A king is drawn, without replacement, from a standard deck of 52 cards. Then, a  
second king is drawn. dependent;   1

 _ 221   or 0.5%

 44. You roll a die and get a 2. You roll another die and get a 3. 

 45. SPORTS A survey at an American high school found that 15% of the athletes at the school 
play only volleyball, 20% play only football, 30% play only basketball, and 35% play only 
American football. Design a simulation that can be used to estimate the probability that an 
athlete will play each of these sports. (Lesson 7-4) See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.

Copy the figure and point P. Then use a ruler to draw the image of the figure under  
a dilation with center P and the scale factor r indicated. 

 46. r =   1 _ 2    47. r = 3  48. r =   1 _ 5   

    

independent;   1
 _ 36   or about 3%

42–44. See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.
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7-7 Geometry LabGeometry Lab

Graph TheoryGraph Theory

Mathematical structures can be used to model relationships in a set.  
The study of these graphs is called graph theory. These vertex-edge graphs  
are not like graphs that can be seen on a coordinate plane. Each graph,  
also called a network, is a collection of vertices, called nodes, and  
segments, called edges, that connect the nodes.

The bus route in the figure is an example of a network. The school, each  
stop, and the garage are nodes in the network. The connecting streets,  
such as Long Street, are edges.

This is an example of a traceable network because all of the nodes are  
connected, and each edge is used once in the network.

Activity 1  

The graph represents the streets on Shaikha’s newspaper route.  
To complete her route as quickly as possible, how can Shaikha  
ride her bike down each street only once?

Step 1  Copy the graph onto your paper.

Step 2  Beginning at Shaikha’s home, trace over her route without  
lifting your pencil. Remember to trace each edge only once.

Step 3  Describe Shaikha’s route.

Analyze
 1. Is there more than one traceable route that begins at Shaikha’s house? If so, how many? yes; 4

 2. If it does not matter where Shaikha starts, how many traceable routes are possible? 8

Is each graph traceable? Write yes or no. Explain your reasoning.

 3.  4.  5. 

 6. The campus for Centerburgh High School has five buildings built around the edge of a  
circular courtyard. There is a sidewalk between each pair of buildings. 

 a. Draw a graph of the campus. Is the graph traceable? See margin.

 b. Suppose there are no sidewalks between pairs of adjacent buildings. Is it possible  
to reach all five buildings without walking down any sidewalk more than once? yes

 7. REASONING Write a rule for determining whether a graph is traceable.

Sample answer: Front St., Main St., Second Ave., State St.,  
Elm St., First Ave., Town St.

3. Yes; all nodes can be connected without retracing an edge.
4. No; not all of the edges can be used without retracing.
5. Yes; all nodes can be connected without retracing an edge.

7. Sample answer: If 
you follow the edges 
of a graph, you should 
cover each edge only 
once.
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In a network, routes from one vertex to another are also called paths. Weighted vertex-edge graphs 
are graphs in which a value, or weight, is assigned to each edge. The weight of a path is the sum of 
the weights of the edges along the path. The efficient route is the path with the minimum weight.

Activity 2  

The edges of the network have different weights. Find the  
efficient route from A to B.

Step 1  Find all of the possible paths from A to B. Label each  
path with the letters of the nodes along the path.

Step 2  Trace each path and add the weights of each edge.  
The path with the least weight is the efficient route:  
A-U-X-Y-Z-B. The weight is 54.

Model and Analyze
 8. What is the longest path from A to B that does not cover any edges more than once?

Determine the efficient route from A to B for each network.

 9.  10.  11. 

 12. OPEN ENDED Create a network with 8 nodes and an efficient route  
with a value of 25. 

 13. WRITING IN MATH Explain your method for determining the efficient  
route of a network.

 14. TRAVEL Use the graph at the right to find each efficient route. 

 a. from Phoenix to New York

 b. from Seattle to Atlanta

 15. Six Degrees of Separation is a well-known example of graph  
theory. In this case, each person is a node and people are linked  
by an edge when they know each other. 

 a. Make a graph of the situation. Directly connect yourself to three other people that you  
know personally. This represents the first degree of separation. See students’ work.

 b.  Expand the graph to show the first three degrees of separation. Name a person  
who is within 3 degrees of you, and list the path. See students’ work.

See margin.

A-Z-X-B; 31

A-Z-Y-B; 25

A-Z-Y-X-V-B; 55
See margin.

See margin.

a–b. See margin.

Pay attention to the weights when determining the efficient 
route. It may not be the path with the fewest edges.
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Study Guide

7 Study Guide and ReviewStudy Guide and Review

Key Vocabulary

circular permutation

combination

complement

compound events

conditional probability 

dependent events

expected value

factorial

Fundamental Counting  
Principle

geometric probability

independent events

mutually exclusive events

permutation

probability model

probability tree

random variable

sample space

simulation

tree diagram

Vocabulary Check

State whether each sentence is true or false. If false, replace  
the underlined term to make a true sentence.
 1. A tree diagram uses line segments to display possible 

outcomes. true

 2. A permutation is an arrangement of objects in which order is 
NOT important. false, combination

 3. Determining the arrangement of people around a circular table 
would require circular permutation. true

 4. Tossing a coin and then tossing another coin is an example of 
dependent events. false, independent

 5. Geometric probability involves a geometric measure such as 
length or area. true

 6. 6! = 6 ∙ 5 ∙ 4 ∙ 3 ∙ 2 ∙ 1, is an example of a factorial. true

 7. The set of all possible outcomes is the sample space. true

 8. Combining a coin toss and a roll of a die makes a  
simple event. false, compound

 9. Grant flipped a coin 200 times to create a probability tree of 
the experiment. false, simulation

 10. Drawing two socks out of a drawer without replacing them are 
examples of mutually exclusive events. false, dependent  

events

Key Concepts

Representing Sample Spaces (Lesson 7-1)

• The sample space of an experiment is the set of all possible 
outcomes. It can be determined by using an organized list,  
a table, or a tree diagram.

Permutations and Combinations (Lesson 7-2)

• A permutation of n objects taken r at a time is given by

 n P  r    =   n!
 _ 

(n - r )!  .

• A combination of n objects taken r at a time is given by

 n C  r  =   n!
 _ (n - r )!r!  .

• Permutations should be used when order is important, and 
combinations should be used when order is not important.

Geometric Probability (Lesson 7-3)

• If a region A contains a region B and a point E in region A is 
chosen at random, then the probability that point E is in region

 B is   
area of region B

 __ area of region A  .

Simulations (Lesson 7-4)

• A simulation uses a probability model to recreate a situation 
again and again so that the likelihood of various outcomes can 
be estimated.

Probabilities of Compound Events (Lessons 7-5 and 7-6)

• If event A does not affect the outcome of event B, then the  
events are independent and P (A and B ) = P (A ) ∙ P (B ).

• If two events A and B are dependent, then P (A and B ) =  
P (A ) ∙ P (B|A ).

• If two events A and B cannot happen at the same time, they are 
mutually exclusive and P (A or B ) = P (A ) + P (B ).

• If two events A and B are not mutually exclusive, then  
P (A or B ) = P (A ) + P (B ) - P (A and B ).

Study Organizer

 Be sure the Key Concepts  
are noted in your Foldable.
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Lesson-by-Lesson Review

7-1

7-2

7-3

Representing Sample Spaces

Probability with Permutations and Combinations

Geometric Probability

 11. POPCORN A movie theater sells small (S), medium (M), and 
large (L) size popcorn with the choice of no butter (NB), 
butter (B), and extra butter (EB). Represent the sample 
space for popcorn orders by making an organized list, a 
table, and a tree diagram. See margin.

 12. SHOES A pair of men’s shoes comes in whole sizes 5 
through 13 in navy, brown, or black. How many different  
pairs could be selected? 27

Example 1  

Three coins are tossed. Represent the sample space for this 
experiment by making an organized list.

Pair each possible outcome from the first toss with the possible 
outcomes from the second toss and third toss.

HHH, HHT, HTH, HTT, THH, THT, TTH, TTT

 13. DINING Three brothers and their three sisters go out to eat 
together. The restaurant only has round tables. Zayed does 
not want any girl next to him and Abeer does not want any 
boy next to her. How many arrangements are possible? 4

 14. DANCE The dance committee consisted of 10 students. The 
committee will select three officers at random. What is the 
probability that Fatema, Fatheya, and Fawzia are selected?

 15. COMPETITION From 32 students, 4 are to be randomly 
chosen for an academic challenge team. In how many ways 
can this be done? 35,960

Example 2  

For a dish party, Alia needs to seat four people at a round table. 
How many combinations are possible?

Since there is no fixed reference point, this is a circular 
permutation. 

 P  n  = (n - 1)! Formula for circular permutation

 P  4  = (4 - 1)! n = 4

 = 3! or 6 Simplify.

So, there are 6 ways for Ghaya to seat four people at a  
round table.

 16. GAMES Measurements for a beanbag game are shown. 
What is the probability of each event?

 a. P (hole) 2.45%

 b. P (no hole) 97.5%

 17. POOL Sultan, Saleh, Tarek, and Amer are sitting on the  
side of a pool in that order. Sultan is 2 feet from Saleh.  
Saleh is 4 feet from Tarek. Tarek is 3 feet from Amer.  
Abdulrahman joins them.

 a. Find the probability that Abdulrahman sits between 
Sultan and Saleh.   2 _ 

9
  

 b. Find the probability that Abdulrahman sits between 
Saleh and Amer.   7 _ 

9
  

Example 3  

A carnival game is shown.

a. If Lamya threw 10 beanbags  
at the board, what is the  
probability that the beanbag  
went in the hole?

Area of hole = 4 ⋅ 4 = 16 
Area of board = (8 ⋅ 8) - 16 = 64 - 16 or 48

P (hole) =   16 _ 64   or about 25%

b. What is the probability that the beanbag did not go in  
the hole?

P (no hole) =   48
 _ 64   or about 75%

   1
 _ 120  
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7 Study Guide and Review Study Guide and Review ContinuedContinued

7-4

7-6

Simulations

For each of the following, describe how you would use a 
geometric probability model to design a simulation. 

 18. POLO Abdulraheem scores 35% of the goals his team 
earns in each water polo match.

 19. BOOKS According to a survey, people buy 30% of their 
books in October, November, and December, 22% during 
January, February, and March, 23% during April, May, and 
June, and 25% during July, August, and September.

 20. OIL The United States consumes 17.3 million barrels of oil a 
day. 63% is used for transportation, 4.9% is used to 
generate electricity, 7.8% is used for heating and cooking, 
and 24.3% is used for industrial processes.

Example 4  

Abdulaziz made 75% of his field goal kicks last season. Design a 
simulation that can be used to estimate the probability that he 
will make his next field goal kick this season.

Use a spinner that is divided into  
2 sectors. Make one sector red 
containing 75% of the spinner’s 
area and the other blue containing 
25% of the spinner’s area.

Spin the spinner 50 times. Each 
spin represents kicking a field goal. 
A successful trial will be a made field goal,  
and a failed trial will be a missed field goal. 

18–20. See margin.

A bag contains 7 1-fils coins, 4 5-fils coins, and 5 10-fils coins.  
Three coins are drawn at random. Find each probability.

 21. P (3 1-fils coins)    
1 _ 

16
  

 22. P (2 1-fils coins and 1 5-fils coins)    
3

 _ 
20

  

 23. P (3 5-fils coins)    
1 _ 

140
  

 24. P (1 5-fils coin and 2 10-fils coins)    
1 _ 

14
  

Refer to the bag of coins used for Exercises 47–50.  
Find the odds of each event occurring.

 25. 3 1-fils coins    
1 _ 

15
  

 26. 2 1-fils coins and 1 5-fils coin    
3

 _ 
17

  

 27. 3 5-fils coins    
1 _ 

139
  

 28. 1 5-fils coin and 2 10-fils coins    
1 _ 

13
  

Example 5  
Find the probability of an event.

Find the probability of randomly selecting 3 red pencils from a box 
containing 5 red, 3 blue, and 4 green pencils.

There are C (5, 3) ways to select 3 out of 5 red pencils and C (12, 3) 
ways to select 3 out of 12 pencils.

P (3 red pencils) =   
C (5,3)

 _ C (12,3)  

 =   
  5!

 _ 2! 3!
  
 _ 

  12!
 _ 9! 3!
  
  

 =   12 _ 220   or   1
 _ 22  

Example 6  
Find the odds for the success and failure of an event.

Find the odds of randomly selecting 3 red pencils from a box 
containing 5 red, 3 blue, and 4 green pencils.

P (3 red pencils) = P (s ) =   1
 _ 22  

P (not 3 red pencils) = P (f  ) = 1 -   1
 _ 22   or   21

 _ 22  

Odds =   
P (s )

 _ P (f  )   =   
  1

 _ 22  
 _ 

  21
 _ 22  
  

 =   1 _ 21   or 1:21

Probability and Odds7-5
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7

   1
 _ 140  

  1
 _ 455  

7 Study Guide and Review Study Guide and Review ContinuedContinued

 29. MARBLES A box contains 3 white marbles and 4 black 
marbles. What is the probability of drawing 2 black  
marbles and 1 white marble in a row without replacing  
any marbles?

 30. CARDS Two cards are randomly chosen from a standard 
deck of cards with replacement. What is the probability of 
successfully drawing, in order, a three and then a queen?

 31. PIZZA A nationwide survey found that 72% of people in the 
United States like pizza. If 3 people are randomly selected, 
what is the probability that all three like pizza? 37%

Example 7  

A bag contains 3 red, 2 white, and 6 blue marbles. What is 
the probability of drawing, in order, 2 red and 1 blue marble 
without replacement?

Since the marbles are not being replaced, the events are 
dependent events. 

P (red, red, blue) = P (red) · P (red) · P (blue)

 =   3 _ 11   ·   2 _ 10   ·   6 _ 9  

 =   2
 _ 55   or about 3.6%

   
6

 _ 35  

   1
 _ 

169
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7-7 Probabilities of Mutually Exclusive Events

 32. ROLLING DICE Two dice are rolled. What is the probability 
that the sum of the numbers is 7 or 11?

 33. CARDS A card is drawn from a deck of cards. Find the 
probability of drawing a 10 or a diamond.

 34. RACE A bag contains 40 race tickets numbered 1  
through 40.

 a. What is the probability that a ticket chosen is an even 
number or less than 5?

 b. What is the probability that a ticket chosen is greater 
than 30 or less than 10?

Example 8  

Two dice are rolled. What is the probability that the sum is 5 
or doubles are rolled?

These are mutually exclusive events because the sum of 
doubles can never equal 5.

P (sum is 5 or doubles) = P (sum is 5) + P (doubles)

 =   4
 _ 36   +   6

 _ 36  

 =   5 _ 18   or about 27.8%

   2 _ 
9

  

   4 _ 13  

7 Study Guide and Review Study Guide and Review ContinuedContinued
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Point X is chosen at random on   ̶ ̶ AE . Find the 
probability of each event. 1–2. See margin.

 1. P(X is on   ̶ ̶ AC ) 2. P(X is on   ̶ ̶ CD )

 3. BASEBALL A baseball team fields 9 players. How 
many possible batting orders are there for the  
9 players? 362,880

 4. TRAVEL A traveling salesperson needs to visit four 
cities in her territory. How many distinct itineraries 
are there for visiting each city once? 24

Represent the sample space for each experiment by 
making an organized list, a table, and a tree diagram.

 5. A box has 1 red ball, 1 green ball, and 1 blue ball. 
Two balls are drawn from the box one after the 
other, without replacement.

 6. Abdulkarim wants to have a pet and goes to his local 
humane society to find a horse or cat. While he is there, 
he decides to have two pets.

 7. ENGINEERING An engineer is analyzing three factors 
that affect the quality of semiconductors: temperature,  
humidity, and material selection. There are 6 possible 
temperature settings, 4 possible humidity settings, and 
6 choices of materials. How many combinations of 
settings are there? 144

 8. SPELLING How many distinguishable ways are there to 
arrange the letters in the word “bubble”? 120

 9. PAINTBALL Abdalla is shooting a 
paintball gun at the target. What 
is the probability that he will 
shoot the shaded region? 

 10. SHORT RESPONSE What is the probability that a phone 
number using the numbers 7, 7, 7, 2, 2, 2, and 6 
will be 622-2777?

 11. TICKETS Fifteen people 
entered the drawing at  
the right. What is the 
probability that Obaid, 
Adnan, and Ali all  
won the tickets?

See Ch. 7 
Answer Appendix.

See Ch. 7 
Answer Appendix.

0.16 or   
4 _ 

25
  

Determine whether the events are independent or 
dependent. Then find the probability.

 12. A deck of cards has 5 yellow, 5 pink, and 5 orange 
cards. Two cards are chosen from the deck with 
replacement. Find P(the first card is pink and the 
second card is pink).

 13. There are 6 green, 2 red, 2 brown, 4 navy, and  
2 purple marbles in a hat. Sadie picks 2 marbles  
from the hat without replacement. What is the 
probability that the first marble is brown and the 
second marble is not purple?

Use the spinner to find each probability. If the spinner 
lands on a line, it is spun again.

 14. P(pointer landing on purple) 9.7%

 15. P(pointer landing on red) 25%

 16. P(pointer not landing on yellow) 91.7%

 17. AMERICAN FOOTBALL According to a football team’s 
offensive success rate, the team punts 40% of the time, 
kicks a field goal 30% of the time, loses possession  
5% of the time, and scores a touchdown 25% of the 
time. Design a simulation using a random number 
generator. Report the results using appropriate 
numerical and graphical summaries. 

Determine whether the events are mutually exclusive or 
not mutually exclusive. Explain your reasoning.

 18. a person owning a car and a truck

 19. rolling a pair of dice and getting a sum of 7 and 6 
on the face of one die

 20. a playing card being both a spade and a club

 21. GRADES This quarter, Omar earned As in his classes 
45% of the time. Design and conduct a simulation 
using a geometric probability model. Then report the 
results using appropriate numerical and graphical 
summaries. See margin.

 independent,   1 _ 
9

  

 dependent,   
13

 _ 120  

See Ch. 7 Answer Appendix.
18–20. See margin.

Practice TestPractice Test

   1
 _ 140  

Practice TestPractice Test
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7 Preparing for Standardized TestsPreparing for Standardized Tests

Read the problem. Identify what you need to know. Then use the information in  
the problem to solve.

Of the students who speak a foreign language at Maysoun’s school, 18 speak Spanish, 14 
speak French, and 16 speak German. There are 8 students who only speak Spanish, 7 
who speak only German, 3 who speak Spanish and French, 2 who speak French and 
German, and 4 who speak all three languages. If a student is selected at random, what is 
the probability that he or she speaks Spanish or German, but not French?

A   7 _ 12    B   9 _ 16    C   2 _ 5    D   5 _ 18  

Organize Data
Sometimes you may be given a set of data that you need to analyze in order to solve  
items on a standardized test. Use this section to practice organizing data and to help  
you solve problems. 

Strategies for Organizing Data 

Step 1

When you are given a problem statement containing data, consider:

• making a list of the data.

• using a table to organize the data. 

• using a data display (such as a bar graph, Venn diagram, circle graph, line graph,  
box-and-whisker plot, etc.) to organize the data.

Step 2

Organize the data.

• Create your table, list, or data display.

• If possible, fill in any missing values that can be found by intermediate  
computations.

Step 3

Analyze the data to solve the problem.

• Reread the problem statement to determine what you are being asked to solve.

• Use the properties of geometry and algebra to work with the organized data  
and solve the problem.

• If time permits, go back and check your answer.

Standardized Test Example
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Read the problem carefully. The data is difficult to analyze as it is presented. Use a Venn 
diagram to organize the data and solve the problem.

Step 1  Draw three circles, each representing a language.

Step 2  Fill in the data given in the problem statement.

Step 3   Fill in the missing values. For example, you  
know that 18 students speak Spanish and  
14 students speak French.

  18 - 8 - 3 - 4 = 3 (Spanish and German) 
14 - 3 - 4 - 2 = 5 (only French)

Step 4   Solve the problem. You are asked to find the probability that a randomly  
selected student speaks Spanish or German, but not French. From the Venn  
diagram, you can see that there are 32 total students. Of these, 8 + 3 + 7, or  
18 students speak Spanish or German, but not French. So, the probability is 

   18
 _ 32   or   9 _ 16  . So, the correct answer is B.

Read the problem. Identify what you need to know. Then 
organize the data to solve the problem.

 1. Nabila has the letter tiles A, H, M, and T in a bag. If 
she selects a permutation of the tiles at random, 
what is the probability she will spell the word 
MATH? D

 A   1 _ 4    C   3 _ 50   

 B   1 _ 12    D   1 _ 24  

 2. The table below shows the number of Grade 9s, 
Grade 10s, Grade 11s, and Grade 12s involved in 
basketball, football, and volleyball. What is the 
probability that a randomly selected student is in 
Grade 11 or plays volleyball? J

  

Sport G9 G10 G11 G12

Basketball 7 6 5 6

Football 6 4 8 7

Volleyball 9 2 4 6

 F   4 _ 21   H   5 _ 17  

 G   5 _ 21    J   17
 _ 35  

 3. Find the probability that a point chosen at random 
lies in the shaded region. C

 A 0.22 C 0.28

 B 0.25  D 0.32

  

 4. There are 10 Grade 10s, 8 Grade 11s, and 9 Grade 12s 
who are members in student council. Each member is 
assigned to help plan one school activity during the 
year. There are 4 Grade 10s working on the field day 
and 6 working on the pep rally. Of the Grade 11s,  
2 are working on the field day and 5 are working on 
the school dance. There are 2 Grade 12s working on 
the pep rally. If each activity has a total of 9 students 
helping to plan it, what is the probability that a 
randomly selected student council member is in 
Grade 11 or is working on the field day? H

 F   1 _ 5   H   5 _ 9  

 G   4 _ 18   J   2 _ 3  

Exercises
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Test-Taking Tip
Question 4 What is the probability of rolling doubles with two 
number cubes? Multiply this by the number of trials.

Multiple Choice

Read each question. Then fill in the correct answer on 
the answer document provided by your teacher or on a 
sheet of paper.

 1. A machine is making steel washers by cutting out 
10-millimeter circular disks from 34-millimeter circular 
disks as shown below. What is the area of each washer 
to the nearest tenth? B

 A 75.4  mm  2  

 B 829.4  mm  2 

 C 986.5  mm  2 

 D 3317.5  mm  2 

 2. How much paper is needed to make the drinking cup 
below? Round to the nearest tenth. F

 F 73.4  cm  2  

 G 70.7  cm  2 

 H 67.9  cm  2 

 J 58.8  cm  2 

 3. Which of the following properties of real numbers 
justifies the statement below? A

  

If 3x - 2 = 7x + 12, then
3x - 2 + 2 = 7x + 12 + 2.

 A Addition Property of Equality

 B Reflection Property of Equality

 C Subtraction Property of Equality

 D Symmetric Property of Equality

 4. What is the expected number of times Najat will  
roll doubles with two number cubes in 90 trials? 
(“Doubles” means that both number cubes show the 
same number in a trial.) J

 F 6 G 9 H 10 J 15

 5. The Venn diagram shows the states in the U.S. in 
which the population is greater than 10,000,000 and 
the population density is greater than 200 people per 
square mile. Which statement is false? C

  

 A In California (CA), the population is greater than 
10,000,000, and the density is greater than 200.

 B In Maryland (MD), the density is greater than 
200.

 C 14 states have a density greater than 200.

 D 8 states have a population greater than 
10,000,000.

 6. Which of the following correctly shows the 
relationship between the angle measures of  
triangle RST? J

  

 F m∠S < m∠R < m∠T

 G m∠T < m∠S < m∠R

 H m∠R < m∠S < m∠T

 J m∠T < m∠R < m∠S

Standardized Test PracticeStandardized Test Practice
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Short Response/Gridded Response

Record your answers on the answer sheet provided by 
your teacher or on a sheet of paper. 

 7. GRIDDED RESPONSE What is m∠S in the figure 
below? Express your answer in degrees. 77

  

 8. Does the figure have rotational symmetry? If so, give 
the order of symmetry. yes; order 2

  

 9. GRIDDED RESPONSE Segment AD bisects ∠CAB in 
the triangle below. What is the value of x? 3

  

 10. GRIDDED RESPONSE Faris leans an 18-foot ladder 
against the side of his house to clean out the gutters. 
The base of the ladder is 5 feet from the wall. How 
high up the side of the house does the ladder reach? 
Express your answer in feet, rounded to the nearest 
tenth. 17.3

 11. Solve for x in the triangle below. 14

  

 12. What effect does doubling the dimensions of the 
rectangle below have on its area and perimeter?

  

Extended Response

Record your answers on a sheet of paper. 
Show your work.

 13. A bag contains 3 red chips, 5 green chips, 2 yellow 
chips, 4 brown chips, and 6 purple chips. One chip 
is chosen at random, the color noted, and the chip 
returned to the bag. 

 a. Suppose two trials of this experiment are 
conducted. Are the events independent or 
dependent? Explain. See margin.

 b. What is the probability that both chips  
are purple?

 c. What is the probability that the first chip is  
green and the second is brown?

See margin.

0.09

0.05
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